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Foreman
MISSOURI STATE PENITENTIARY
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI

ORDER FOR ARREST OF ESCAPED PRISONER

To any Prison Officer or Peace Officer of the state of...TENNESSEE

GREETING:

It appearing to the undersigned, Warden of the Missouri State Penitentiary, that

No. ...3316..., an inmate of said Penitentiary, having escaped prison, or custody,
on or about ...AUG 23, 1957...

and is now reported to be at or near ...NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE...

It is hereby requested that the said ...JAMES EARL RAY...

be retaken and held to be returned to the said Penitentiary.

And we hereby request you to so retake him; and for so doing this shall be
your sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand and the Seal of the Department of Pena.

Institution, at Jefferson City, Missouri, this...22nd... day

of ...JULY... 196...

Attest:

Warden

Record Clerk
August 30, 1968

Honorable Phil M. Canale, Jr.
District Attorney General
Fifteenth Judicial Circuit
Shelby County Office Building
Memphis, Tennessee  38103

Dear Mr. Canale:

In accordance with our telephone conversation this morning, you will find enclosed the record from the files of the Missouri State Penitentiary containing photographs and original fingerprints of James Earl Ray, which record has been returned to us by the British authorities. It is my understanding that this record is needed for purposes of the prosecution in Memphis and that you will make arrangements for its return to the proper Missouri authorities when it is no longer needed for the prosecution.

Sincerely yours,

Mark B. Feldman
Assistant Legal Adviser
for Security and Consular Affairs

Enclosures:
Photographs and fingerprints.

cc: Mr. Paul Williams
Legal Assistant
Office of the Governor
Jefferson City, Missouri

Mr. Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.
Mike Cantlow Writing
Reason for Firing Me:

1. No multiple charges against me.

2. I have not made no statement against myself or no one as far as I know to turn my state evidence against me. Then the new general these in movies lately which resulted in long sentences but most of them had statements & informer testimony against them.

3. If I make a plea of guilty I will be in a bad moral position at the prison, another words they can keep me in isolation or underneath this prison & I &
TESTIFY BUT ONE OF THEM MADE A STATEMENT TO THE PRESS SHORTLY AFTER MY ARREST STATING THAT THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS GIVEN ME AT THE HOSPITAL DIDN'T INDICATE I HAD HOMICIDAL TENDENCY, (MAYBE THIS WAS DONE TO PROTECT HIMSELF) FOR RELEASING ME BACK TO THE PRISON, HOWEVER IN YOUR ARTICLE YOU SHOWED ME LAST WEEK ONE OF THE DRs NOW SAY I AM CAPABLE OF HOMICIDE. ALSO AT THE HOSPITAL THEIR WAS A LOT OF BEATINGS WHILE I WAS THERE, THE FIRST DAY I WAS THERE THEY KILLED SOME BLACK WHO HAD COME IN FROM THE PRISON WITH ME ALL OVER THE FLOOR FOR ASKING FOR A BELT. HIS NAME WAS HAYDEN (I COULD ALSO GIVE OTHER NAMES.)
March 9, 1969

Mr. James Earl Ray,
Shelby County Jail,
Memphis, Texas.

Dear James Earl:

You have asked that I advance to Jerry Ray five ($500.00) of the "$5,000.00", referring to the first five thousand dollars paid by Mr. Bradford Rule. On January 29th, Mr. Rule advanced an additional $5,000.00. At that time I had spent in excess of $9,500.00 on your case. Since then, I have spent in excess of $4,000.00 additional.

But I am willing to advance Jerry $500.00 and add it to the $165,000.00 mentioned in my other letter to you today. In other words, I would receive the first $165,500.00. But I would not make any other advances - just this one $500.00.

And this advance, also, is contingent upon the plea of guilty and sentence going through on March 10, 1969, without any unseemly conduct on your part in court.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

P.S. The rifle and the white mustang are tied up in the suit filed by Renfro Bays. Court costs and attorneys fees will be necessary, perhaps, to get them released. I will credit the $165,500.00 with whatever they bring over the cost of obtaining them, if any.

[Signature]
To: Mr. James Coller

Home Secrery

Hone of Commerce

London, England
Mr. James Earl Ray,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Dear James Earl:

You have heretofore assigned to me all of your royalties from magazine articles, book, motion picture or other revenue to be derived from the writings of Mr. Bradford Birt. These are my own property unconditionally.

However, you have heretofore authorized and requested me to negotiate a plea of guilty if the State of Tennessee through its District Attorney General and with the approval of the trial judge would waive the death penalty. You agreed to accept a sentence of 99 years.

It is contemplated that your case will be disposed of tomorrow, March 19, by the above plea and sentence. This will shorten the trial considerably. In consideration of the time it will save me, I am willing to make the following adjustment of my fee arrangement with you:

If the plea is entered and the sentence accepted and no embarrassing circumstances take place in the court room, I am willing to assign to any bank, trust company or individual selected by you all my receipts under the above assignment in excess of $165,000.00. These funds over and above the first $165,000.00 will be held by such bank, trust company or individual subject to your order.

I have neither spent nor obligated myself to spend in excess of $14,000.00, and I think these expenses should be paid in addition to a $150,000.00 fee. I am sure the expenses will exceed $15,000.00 but I am willing to rest on that figure.

Yours truly,

Percy Foreman
Dear Sir:

Just a short note to say hello and also to give you some information.

I left you a note but I want properly filled out.

My Sister Name and Address plus Phone Number is as follows,

Mrs Carol Pepper
2035 Bellevue
Maplewood, Missouri.
Area Code 314
N 14 50232

Any information Jack or I can give you that will be of help we will be more than glad to supply you with it.

For instance we have a suitcase full of newspaper articles about James Darrow, Jr., before and after his capture.

Also if you ever want to talk to us personally let us know then and 11 meet you.

I can put into words how happy everyone in the family is concerning you taking over the case.

Jack or I didn't get a chance to thank you properly and wish you good luck on account of all the reporters being around.

But I think you know how much we appreciate what you're doing, and most important James is happy and confident of his chances, and that's the first time he has felt that way since since he came back from London.

Excuse the typing, but my writing is even worse.

Will keep in touch and any time you're in St. Louis please let us know, Jack and I would be at the airport on the Saturday of the weekend. There will be no problem about staying over there as I have to be back down here on Monday afternoon.

I wish you all the best of luck.

Our family will make any comments you want.

as ever Jack a day

---

Mr. Percy Forman
804 South Coast Building
Houston, Texas.
March 11, 1969

Mr. Jerry Ray,
Sheraton Peabody Hotel,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Dear Jerry:

This letter is written to certify that I have kept my promise to James Earl Ray about giving you copies of all contracts and assignments and, also, that I have advanced from my own funds for his account, $500.00 to you.

I hand you herewith:


(4) An assignment signed by you on February 3, 1969, before Roy C. Mixon, Esq., of all of your rights to any royalties, revenues, commissions etc., that might otherwise become yours under your contract with Wm. Bradford Hulie under any of the above contracts.

(5) Letter dated March 7, 1969, from "Bill Hulie" to you, telling you that he will keep both you and me informed of his earnings from the story of the killing of Martin Luther King.

(6) Letter from me to you dated March 9, 1969, with reference to an advance to you of $500.00. (Jim said "out of the $5,000.00", but the $5,000.00 has been used up and another $5,000.00 also and there is another $5,000.00 in expenses already accrued.)

(7) Letter from me to James Earl Ray agreeing to assign
to a bank trust department all receipts, royalties, revenues from Wm. Bradford Rules magazine articles, books, motion pictures, etc., over and above the first $165,000.00, which amount I will first receive. This letter is also dated March 11, 1969.

(8) Cashier's Check for $500.00 dated 3-10-69 and being No. 01 - 42954, drawn on Chemical Bank New York Trust Co., New York, N. Y. and payable to the order of Jerry Ray.

Please sign both copies of this letter as evidence that you have received all of the above.

Yours very truly,

Percy Foreman

PF-6

Received the above:

Jerry Ray
Mr. James Colegrove

Dear Sir:

While in England's prison waiting situation in the United States I wish to apply to your office request that you obtain Chief-Justice Bates from my case, it is my contention that the jury fee imposed is the amount I would appreciate it very much if you would have a duplicate copy of this letter sent to my attorney below as it must be an issue in the following trial.

The letter's address:

Mr. Perry Emerson
Attorney at Law
Huntington, Texas
U.S.A.

The name letters are sent to your office
under: Roman Group Envelop

Thank you;

Sincerely:

James E. By
Dade County Jail
Mayville, Texas
Mr. Percy Faunum
attorney at law
Houston, Texas

December 28, 1968

To Mr. Percy Faunum

Attorney at Law
Houston, Texas

Dear Mr. Faunum:

I would appreciate it if you would write a short note to Dr. DeHerron in care of the Sheriff's Office in Memphis giving him Dr. Fumum's address as my physician. I don't like to bother you about something like this but it seems like I have some medical problems before I can receive certain types of medication.

Sincerely,

Loren E. Rog.
Residence physician 2-5-61

Dear Doctor,

While in航行 for a continent's place
under the name of Roman Days, I rely
again on your skill and kindness to
I would appreciate it very much if you
could send me the results of these tests.
I am inquiring as to whether my service
in this field coming year.

Alter ego address:

Mr. Perry Hawker
Alter ego at Four
Harley Street
U.S.A.

Sincerely,

James E. Esp

Postmark:
James Bay
Nanaimo, B.C.

To: Residence physician
Woolworth prison
London, England
Mr. Walter H. Brown
Attorney at Law
Birmingham, Alabama

Dear Mr. Brown,

A newspaper story says you are selling your interest of Muggins and Co.

saying that you would do this, and that you

please not do so. I have always been told that what a client and lawyer
talk about can't be repeated.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Sincerely yours,

Percy Foreman

PP-4

Memphis, Shelby Co., Jail,
Tennessee.
2 - 13 - 69.

I acknowledge receipt of the above letter and the advice and recommendation contained therein. I have signed the first page at the bottom, and I sign this one in acknowledgment that I understand the analysis and recommendation thoroughly.

JAMES EARL RAY.
MEMPHIS, Thursday, Feb. 13, 1969

Mr. James Earl Ray,
Shelby County Jail,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Dear James:

I write this letter to put on record my analysis of your case, my judgment concerning the probable outcome and my recommendation as to the course of action we should explore in your behalf. I also write it for my own protection. Because I anticipate the coming of a time when it will be needed for reference.

I have spent several weeks reviewing the nature of the case the State of Tennessee has against you. I have surveyed jury sentiment in this county and jury verdicts in other recent cases. And I have come to this conclusion:

In my opinion, there is a little more than a 99% chance of your receiving a death penalty verdict if your case goes to trial. Furthermore, there is a 100% chance of a guilty verdict. Neither I nor any other lawyer can change the overwhelming evidence that has been assembled against you. The above analysis of your chances would still obtain even without the 100X articles.

As my client, you are entitled to my judgment. It is based on my experience as attorney in more than 1,000 murder cases. If I am able to save your life by negotiation with the Attorney General and the Court, I will consider it one of the great accomplishments of my career in the court room. I do not know whether I can get an agreement to waive the death penalty or not. But if I can, it will have to be 100%. I know that it cannot be done after March 3, 1969.

Please sign both pages of two copies of this letter as evidence I have advised you to permit me to try to negotiate the waiver of the death penalty in consideration of our entering a guilty plea for you.

[Signature]

James Earl Ray.
SHELBY COUNTY JAIL

Nashville, Tennessee

February 18, 1969

Percy Foreman, Esq.,
Attorney at Law,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Dear Mr. Foreman:

You have asked me to put in writing my authorization to you to negotiate a plea of guilty in the murder case pending in Shelby County, Tennessee (Memphis) in which I am indicted for the murder of Martin Luther King. That is the purpose of this letter.

I appreciate the fact that you have stated you are willing to contest this case through the trial court and the appellate courts of Tennessee; and, if necessary, to the Supreme Court of the United States. But you have told me that an appeal is not necessarily synonymous with a reversal, and I already knew that.

We have, together, analyzed the evidence against me and both of us have concluded that it is impossible to controvert certain incriminating fingerprints, identification, and other circumstances. We both believe that, ultimately, a trial or trials will result in a final conviction, and that the alternate punishments will be either life, ninety-nine years in the penitentiary or death in the electric chair.

Therefore, this is my authority to you to negotiate a plea of guilty on my behalf for any term of years, but with a waiver of the death penalty. If you are successful in doing so, I will enter such a plea at the convenience of the Court and all concerned. You have guaranteed me that if I do enter such a plea, that the death penalty needs must be waived and that I will not be sentenced to death.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

[Date]
I can't believe the F*ck get on that.
To rephrase, my brothers I never
have I use a longer
and oh but I don't know what
the chance of
I suppose a few days
in Paris on
I always stay at the hotel there.
As I said the only person I saw was
I don't see anyone in my relatively
Il, I think I stayed there for a few
trails restaurants I did go to.
When I go the service at the
one point where in the last paper
I would like to enclose

William

8-31-68
After I left Quincy, I went back to where I worked and got my check, which was at a past office. Now I went to St. Louis, Ill.
Upon my arrival in Bir, I checked into a hotel for the night. The next day, I moved into Cherry's place, as I said he would find a place to meet and mail the address God he had also given me. By this time, I did not have a good car, but the postal clerk just asked me for my middle initial. He met him either the next day or the day after receiving the letter at the stenotype lounge across the street. He wired a good car for about $5.00 if I remembered right. It took a couple days to find one, we would meet at the stenotype or across the street while I was looking for the car. We arranged times and I think we met once on a Sunday. As he called me once and had me meet him in a restaurant. I had given him my phone after I had found a car. The Mustang. I told Rural about it that evening. I took him how much the car would cost, and what kind it was. He said he would have the money for me in the morning. When we met the next morning, he gave me the money and asked me to go with him to get the car. Telling him he could drive it to Cherry's place. As my Illinois license had expired. He said no to have the seller drive it home. But I picked up the car in a parking lot by the bank and made it alright to the place I was staying. The people who sold it to me were both working, so I couldn't drive it and I don't think I asked them.
After I parked the car, I went to the Starlite and got ready, arriving back at Cheyres. We sat in the car awhile and talked. He seemed concerned about my driver's license expiration, but I assured him it would be easy to get the renewed. He was otherwise satisfied, except for the color which I mention was not the good for what we might be using. He then gave me $1,000.00, $800.00 for living expenses and $300.00 for photographic equipment. It was something in the camera line that were supposed to take movies at a distance. I waited to long to order the equipment and just asked for a refund check for $4,000.00. I gave Rosal a note to bring it to R.J. to receive a set of the keys at his request. I think I got about 3 sets from the original one. Before I left, he told me we would be taking something into Mexico in a couple of minutes and that he would write me where to meet him (he took my bir. address). My stay in Bir. was uneventful, I think I told you. I went to that dance school only twice. It cost $6,000.00. I was thinking I might have to go to a Latin American country and it kept saying if you knew a little something about the Latin dances. However, you have to be proficient at the other dance before you can learn the Latin type. If you can believe the schools, I also told you about the Belchers, Flyn, Rest Pills, and have cut rest pills from Flyn. Dr. But he had gone to Atlanta. When I left Canada I took with the same Canadian newspapers. I guess you saw the article in Newsweek.
I knew a man with the hippie, lonely hearts club. What I did was behave in one of the... I thought I might contact someone in Canada through one of these clubs. After I had got their address, I would go to Canada and make their acquaintance. Through normal ways, another week, not tell them I was from the U.S., but a Canadian, then tell them I was from another city in Canada and ask them to sign a passport form. This would be after I knew then away. However, I never heard from anyone and forgot about it until I arrived in California. After buying the form about films and cameras I got interested in pictures and bought a camera. I brought new licence, tried about getting shot, many months with Mr. Sirel, who asked me to vote for him. He was going down the line of people writing to the licence. I guess I said, yes. I took a driver's test, which I passed.

Sometimes, I knew, guess about the 16th of October Royal wrote and asked me to come to Neuf-Larado. May, he gave me and address and date and asked me to call him if I could make it. I called him and told him I had got all the photographic equipment. Yet, also, I had a few other things to do. I told him I was sure I could get them at a certain date. But if something came up and I couldn't I would call him back.
but he had trouble getting in as he didn't have no key, There was a lot of after time in the house (the place was jointly owned and I held the room of it including the room where they had all the game logs) and I made a key for Paul but it didn't work so good. I went by the cheek that we decided to leave the side door open in the event he come to see me and ID say I had made his deal work, I guess the bank was nothing only The side door was always left open as he or somebody was always left it open. He explained to me what he wanted me to do and that one to get a large bore shot rifle fitted with Scope flown own, also to inquire about the price of cheap foreign Rifles. After I had bought the rifle we would take it to the buy and if it was 25 I would then buy 10 of them. The second one and about two hundred of the cheap foreign ones. The second one would half to be near the other they were not to get too much. He wanted me to buy the gun that and he wanted come to Alombe when he got word that the buyer were ready to hot at the gun. Then me and him would test the gun and show it to the buyer to get 200 I think. Then explained to him that I had called in D. and invite some C to the getting a gun in Alombe especially if I had to buy many of them. He said alright maybe I was right and that we would get the gun in Burlington. He said also that he wasn't sure what I still be want to write the purchase in Burlington but that he would contact me quickly by mail.
He said that would be alright. After I got the letter from Rural, I quite taking
room & boarded from Cherries and just took a pin
as I wasn't sure just when I would leave.

While in, Mrs. Ted people I worked on
ships, & in shipyard.
I also asked him for some money but he said he didn't have any right then but would have the next time we went. Before he left he said he wanted like for me to
Es him to arrive in a couple days but he never did show up for the trip. While in
Atlanta, I got about one hundred and sixty dollars curing for
V.S. curing. I also received £20 in definite cause as I didn't know how long I would be there. And never did write but some of the letters personally for me. When we got to Bin he had me buy one off at the post office. I said after I got a room to meet him at the station house. After I checked into a hotel I picked him up and we bought a paper. We got the address of the armory supply out of the war year. I went over to the armory and they said they had a large supply of rifles. Some told me again after we got there to get a large box of rifles and gave me our 12,000. I asked the colonel
for a large box of rifles and he showed me one which I bought. I also acquired about one fine gun or fifty, after I purchased my first weapon back to the station. He looked at it and said it was the wrong kind. I had a couple guns and gave me a armory and instructed me what kind to want. I then called the armory and told them I was the wrong kind of rifle. I told him my brother in law told me the. The colonel said he would exchange it but couldn't find the rep for it. The next day I said
alright and took the rifle back.
I told Mr. Smith it was a derelict and should be what I wanted from the catalog (I don't know how he could tell me what I wanted!) The other men told me what I did.

The next day I went back to the mill and told the mill about the kind of rifle I wanted and it would be ready the same day, and I was told not to wait for it. I was told to go to the mill and check into the new Rebel rifle, which I guess is more expensive.

The next day I met Mr. Smith at the mill, and he told me that I should get in and see Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith said that he would meet me at 8 or 9 o'clock at night.

He then said that he had to go to the mill and leave the next day. He told me that he would go to the mill and check into the new Rebel rifle. Mr. Smith said that he had a report on a new rifle coming in.

He told me to come back to the mill and see him. He said he had a report on a new rifle coming in. He said that I should come down to the mill and see Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith said that he would meet me at 8 or 9 o'clock at night.

He told me to come down to the mill and see him. He said he had a report on a new rifle coming in.
Raymond Curtis

There is two papers in the file on Raymond Curtis. He says I wandered to collect a bounty on him, here is what I know of Curtis:

I first met him in trial in Kansas City Mo. He was sec. from his accomplices for informing on them. Either I didn't know it at the time.

He says he knew me at Leavenworth where I played golf. However, I don't think he went to Leavenworth unless he just went through their on transfer, as his two accomplices were there when he turned states evidence on, and they never kept informers with the people they inform on.

He also said that I said (someone made money for Kilgore, Kennedy) I was surprised to of said this to him on the yard. I think it would have been impossible for him to be on the yard as only kitchen workers are on the yard during week days. His record would show this. Also at this time I wouldn't talk to Curtis as I knew he was an informer by then. He also wrote me a letter in England acting like he knew me well. I think the FBI, but him up to this thinking I would answer (which I didn't) and it would establish some kind of friendship. Also, this guy can't seem to think to good an mite of thought he was at Leavenworth.
Bin. And buy about 10 of the small Rifles 
and a large supply of the powder and One 
He wrote to me about 3 a.m. at the 
Address on the corner of 8th St. and 
3rd St. He wrote the address on a piece of paper, and gave 
the man to use the St. and St. over. 
He said that I was going to be at the store 
and would be in the store. He 
met my friend around one or two o'clock 
or about the middle of the night. I then went to a 
newspaper store but still stuck to the 
store, I think I asked the man about the 
store, and got a copy of the paper. (I was 
myself there in both stores on main street) 
I asked the man, and after a few what 
I was there, the store, and 
got the man and packed it over the town. 
Then I went in the town with the 
intention of taking the address. But I found one 
man in the store in the first time. 
He got up at 2 a.m. on 8th St. and 
had a little trouble packing the paper. He asked 
me if it had bought him, to the towns. I printed 
300, and said the towns. After the town got 
up to the store he told me to write on the 
map that we were involved in this year. 
Then, etc. to go down 3rd St. (which he 
didn't see it) and get a paper of improved ammunition 
so the people used young. Then 
went to the store and ask for a set 
of improved glass and the store 
man you had to get them at any supplies 
we are costly. The type of fire at Currie Stree
Raymond Curtis

There is two papers in the file on a Raymond Curtis. He says I wanted to collect a bounty on him. Here is what I know of Curtis:

I first met him in 1911 in Kansas City, Mo. He was seen from his accomplices for informing on them. At the time I did not know it at the time.

He says he knew me at Leavenworth where I played golf. However I do not think he went to Leavenworth before he just went through them on transfer as his two accomplices were then with him. He turned states evidence on and they never keep informers with the people they inform on.

He also said that I said (someone made money for killing Kennedy) I was supposed to of said this to him on the yard. I think it would have been impossible for him to be on the yard as only kitchen workers are on the yard during week days. His record would show this. Also at this time I wouldn't talk to Curtis as I knew he was an informer by then. He also wrote me a letter in England acting like he knew me well. I think the FBI, but him up. This thinking I would answer (which I didn't) and it would establish some kind of friendship. Also, this guy can't seem to think to good an angle of thought he was at Leavenworth.
When R & Ray staying at Travelodge Ray went to get gun with scope. Came back & he said "I got a sawed off shotgun" in the latter what he wanted & R gave Ray back silencer & scope to get 30-06. Female on floor said because as the man said, the scope on the sawed off shotgun was no good (was cheap cabinet type). R checked in at noon. I have heard in hotel some had a couple of beers. There was a carved place in the window sill for resting the gun. I may have been with Ray briefly at noon. Sawed off shotgun on the gun in the room with the suitcase. I went to little bar downstairs before while. I was a woman & I was in car, which I had told him to wait. Negotiated Ray down on back seat & I let him out in Memphis. I was to meet him in N.O. yet same more money but all I was thinking I was getting away & I went to city when she left to room. Left car in parking lot stayed in room just邦邦 to Jack caught train to Cincinnati.
from newspaper office file as usual.

Called Bridgeman and told him I was from internal office who had been on nights. I wanted to know when Bridgeman had left. I told him I had gotten in touch with Bridgeman because he had a picture on file.

Called Ted for a thing, and Ted said never had passport. He knew who the man was. Got advice certificate, passport date, went to Jany travel office, bought ticket, signed affidavit he was Canadian citizen, and so forth. Came back that evening, went to bed. No news. In meantime had been to Montreal and tried to check letter that wouldn't come through.

On passport changed in letter, thought I could get a visa for England in 1 day. Was going to get back to there. Had trouble getting about. But finally did. Then discovered visa took another month. Missed the boat.

The Check Eye. "Good picture was taken when he finished bartenders school. He didn't want to have his picture taken, but didn't feel like he could refuse. The guy caught him off guard, but he didn't close his eyes when picture was taken.

Henry Paul in a bar in Toronto. Paul was trying to get seamen papers. The world did another as it will when you were drinking. I told him I was in a little trouble. He got a little deal, I thought it was going to change smuggling.
My first run was from Canada to the U.S. I made a day trip across the border at Detroit from the second then went back & came across the bridge with the goods. We were planning to get in with a bill of lading in the mail. While in the United States, we had a letter from him to haul the goods in Canada on the other side. We had a letter from him to ship the goods to get across the border. The climate there wasAltitudes, it triggered my headache & I had to stay at home. I wrote him at the time delivery, I got a letter from him to tell him I had no goods to ship. I went on a trip to Mexico with a package, & I think I am still in some old time. I had a good at Nueva Guadalajara. I was in Canada a little money in Canada. I saw a little money in Canada.
I then bought a set of regular line wire. I bought at a drug store.
In the way back I got my section out of the back of the car. I also put a hedged
in the case so I didn't want to stay on the one they had there. I had trouble there.

[Remaining text not legible due to handwriting quality]
Recorder: Sharon Kong

Rental Safety Deposit: Apr 1517 on
Aug 24, 1967

Aug 28, 1967
Sept 5, 1967
Sept 21, 1967
Sept 22, 1967

3rd of Month
3rd of Month
3rd of Month
3rd of Month

Bank officers closed vault box
on Dec 13, 1967 — after delivering
key to Karl Gold. Karl mail
from Batman Heights.

Recorder: Karl Gold
2515 Lafayette St
St. Louis, Mo. 63103

Reference:
his name? His address? I need to find him and talk with him.

Wait about the doctor you visited in Birmingham, the one who gave you anti-depressant pills? Can you give us his name or address? We need to find him.

Now again about your brothers, Jerry and John. I understand that you want them "helped" and that you want one or both of them to have copies of the Agreement between me and you and Mr. Banes.

I have no objection to your brothers having a copy of this Agreement. But I want to meet them. I want them, too, to tell me the truth. And I want to deal in complete confidence with them, just as I am dealing with you.

So I suggest that you tell Mr. Banes where they can be reached by mail or telephone, and I will arrange for them, one at a time, to talk secretly and in complete confidence with them.

There is no secret, Mr. Ray, about your and my deal. You know that a few days ago I deliberately announced that such a deal existed; that I intended to tell the truth of this story; and that I expected to get some of it from you. I told Judge Battle about our deal, and he has made no move to interfere with our present system of communicating with each other.

I, of course, am getting some "adverse publicity" and bitter criticism for, in effect, "financing your defense." I have paid to you, through Mr. Banes, a very large sum of money. And this money is mine. The entire risk is mine, as is explained in our contract.

And my sole interest is in establishing the truth. And the only way in which you can help yourself is by helping me establish the truth. As long as there remains any mystery about this murder, you will suffer.

The trial will establish very little truth. There will be argument as to who may or may not have seen you somewhere. But there will be no evidence as to why, how, and by whom this murder was planned and done.

My job is to find all that truth, and your job is to help me.

I am now trying to write a first magazine story. This will cover your escape; your weeks in Chicago; your trip to Canada (the first trip); and your weeks in Birmingham, from August 25th to about October 15th, when you left for Laredo.

So please work as hard as you can, try to trust me and Mr. Banes, and hold back as little as possible.
What did you have in your pockets?

I assume you must have stolen something in order to live? What did you steal? And where?

When and how did you manage to get a job? Give me exact details.

Did you visit a bar? Where? What did you drink? Vodka and orange juice?

How tell me how you got a job. As a dishwasher. Where? What is the name of the place?

Did you have any identification at all? If so, what? Just SS. NG.

What were you paid? 60.10 was due. Let's say 100.00

Did the employer ask you for your social security number? YES.

Were you paid in cash or by check? cash

What hours did you work? 10 AM to 7 PM. 6 DAYS WEEK

What did you do when you were not working?

Did you ever go to the movies? What did you see?

Tell me about buying your first car? The one you paid $100 for. Where did you buy it? What sort of car? 1960 OLDSMOBILE
Next week I'm going to Jefferson City, Alton, Hartford, and Chicago.

If you spent a night in Jefferson City, after your escape, tell me where, so I can look up the place.

I will see the warden, and look at your prison records. Can you suggest any question that I might ask the warden? Or any of the guards?

When you worked in Hartford, did you "hang out" at any particular bar? Or any other place?

What would you like for me to see in Alton?

You are coming back to Chicago. Tell me exactly where you lived, and where you worked.

And tell me all that you can remember about your life there.

Did you do any dancing in Chicago? Where? With whom?

When did you trade automobiles? Where? Describe the second car?

Did you tell your employer you were quitting? What was his name? What did he say?

Now...you decided to quit your job and leave Chicago. On what day did you leave?

How were you dressed?

List all your possessions for me as of that date?
in a car, and you had some things with you
and list the things that you had with you.

So, did you have?

A driver's license, did you? Nothing whatever to
self with?

No worry about being stopped by a cop who wanted to
our driver's license. Did a cop ever stop you? Flushed?

I assume you had a gun. Tell me about it....how you got it, and
kind it was.

I have obtained need maps of all the areas in which you traveled.
It is very important that you study these maps, and tell me exactly
what routes you traveled, where you spent nights, where you ate, etc.

When you drove out of Chicago, where were you headed? On what
route?

What day was it? What hour?

Where did you spend the night?

If you went to Canada, tell me day by day how and where you
travelled.

Tell me about the day you got to Montreal. Was this your
first trip to Canada? What was the approximate date you got to
Montreal?
Where did you sleep the first night in Montreal?

Expo '67 was going on then. Was the place crowded? Didn't go.

Did you visit the exposition? No. What do you remember about what you saw and did?

/

What about your Women? Tell me all you remember about each of them? Did they talk with you?

/

You remember any bars in Montreal?

/

Anything unusual happen to you? Anything funny? Anything that had never happened to you before? No.

/


/

What name were you using? Any identification? No. Had none to give or bring.

What license plates did your cars have on them? Illinois.

/

How did you steal anything? When, where, what and how? Any hold-ups?

/

I have your description of the bar in which you made your first contact. Can you give me anything more?
How about your travels out of Montreal? On the map can you show me where Grey Rock is? Why did you go there? How long were you there? What do you remember about your stay there?

Gray Riles was recommended to me by The Lawes Travel Agency in Montreal. A Mr. Adams made reservations. I was their 6 days. Did you visit the city of Quebec? What do you remember about it?

You want to Ottawa to visit a "woman" in the hope that she could help you with identification? And you spent at least one night in a hotel on "Richmond Road or Street." Can you be more specific? Where did you meet the woman? What was her name? Where did you and she go? What did you do? Was she able or willing to help you? Show me on the map the route you traveled?

You made a contact in the waterfront bar in Montreal. He wanted you to cross the border for him, with contraband. Then you made two border crossings in a single day, between Windsor and Detroit. You will note that Windsor is several hundred miles from Montreal, and that the nearest border crossing is much nearer to Montreal than Windsor.

So why did you want to go all the way to Windsor to cross the border?

Can you fix the approximate date on which you crossed from Windsor to Detroit twice in one day? The day during which, on your second crossing, you declined a portable radio-and paid a duty of "3 or 4 dollars?"

Did you spend a night in Detroit? Where? More than one night? What do you remember about Detroit?

Trace the route which you traveled from Detroit to Chicago?

Now, remembering that you arrived in Birmingham on August 21st, how long did you stay in Chicago after you returned from Montreal and Detroit? Where did you stay? Any robberies? How much capital did you have? Left Chicago some day. No prisoners.
Tell me everything you can remember about your contact. Who spoke first? What was said? Can you recreate the dialogue for me? Like he said and then I said?

Did he give you any money? Yes?

Did you meet two or three nights in a row, and then reach some sort of proposition? Or did he mention a job for you in the first conversation?

Tell me everything you remember about the trip you took into Quebec Province to the resort hotel.

Describe the hotel... the room. Who was with you? When did you meet? What did you do? How long were you there? How about the weather? Swim in the pool, weather fine.

You about the women you met when you took to Ottawa and stayed on Plymouth Road. Tell me everything you can remember about her. Describe her. How she talked. What she wore? What she wanted. Did you like her?

Tell me everything you did in Ottawa. Where you went. Where you ate. You wanted the woman to do something for you? Did she do it?
Did you steal anything in Canada? \( \beta^2 \)

\( \checkmark \) On the Canadian road maps, show me what routes you traveled in driving to Quebec and Ottawa.

\( \checkmark \) Do you remember any particular food you liked in Canada? Or a nobody you talked with?

\( \checkmark \) What name were you using? Had you acquired any identification at all? Raves + Credit?

Do you use letters addressed to you as identification? Is this one of the reasons that you have letters sent to you under various names and at various addresses?

Now back to your Contact...the man you call Reoul...tell me all you remember about him. When did he tell you about your first job for him?

\( \checkmark \) If you drove to Windsor, show me on the map how you traveled. Where you spent nights?

\( \checkmark \) Tell me about the two trips you made in one day from Windsor to Detroit. Everything you remember.

\( \checkmark \) Do you remember where you met your Contact in Detroit? Where he got the packages out of your car? Exact address? Where did he tell you to meet him?

√

Where did you go next? Show me on the road map how and where you went.

√

Then Birmingham. Tell me everything you remember about how and why you decided to go to Birmingham. Did you ever been there before?

√

Where were you when you decided to go to Birmingham? Did anybody suggest Birmingham to you? When did you decide?

√

Tell me about your first trip to Birmingham. Show me on the map.

√

Where did you spend your first night in Birmingham? What was your first impression of the city?

√

When and where did you first see Art Henri's name? Did you make a note of it?

Tell me about your reading. Do you read a newspaper every day? Yes

√

Do you look at TV? What do you enjoy watching? Very little.

√
Did you dispose of your car in Chicago or St. Louis?

Then you took a train to Birmingham. And arrived at the Terminal Station on August 25th? And spent that night in a Birmingham hotel, and next day rented the room from Chambers.

I have a fair understanding of your way of life in Birmingham, between August 25th and about October 15th, when you departed Birmingham in the Mustang for Laredo.

On the map can you trace your route from Birmingham to Laredo?

On the Mexico map, can you trace your route from Laredo to Mexico City, to Acapulco, to Puerto Vallarta, to Tijuana, to Los Angeles?

Just as you wrote out the story of your escape and how you reached Chicago, I need for you to write out your story of Mexico.... everything you can possibly remember about where you stayed, what you did, how much money you had, whom you met, what you saw, and what your impressions were.

How about your stay in California. We will have to re-construct this very carefully. Did you live in more than one place? Where is the St. Francis Hotel? Is this where the tavern was.... Where you met the waitress who asked you to take Stein with you to New Orleans?

What about Stein? A Negro named Louis Juxx wrote a story about travelling from Los Angeles to New Orleans with Stein, trying to re-construct your trip with Stein. Did you read Juxx's story? In what magazine did it appear? I haven't read it, but my agent in Los Angeles will ask Juxx for it. And I probably will see Stein when I go to Los Angeles next month.

Just as you wrote your story of the escape, I need for you to write your "California story"....everything you can remember about the period you lived in Los Angeles. And the trip to New Orleans. I will get the Juxx story for you, and you can tell me what is right and what is wrong in it.
When you were in New Orleans, what did you do and where did you stay? How long were you there?

On the map trace for me your route, coming and going, between Los Angeles and New Orleans.

Was that your first trip to New Orleans?

Do you recall anything interesting about your New Year’s trip to Las Vegas? Did you gamble? What sort? Win or lose? Where did you stay? Did you go alone?

Again, what about Capital? You probably have read newspaper accounts which estimate that you spent at least $13,000 during the one year between your escape and the King murder. Did you spend this much? Tell us specifically, and in detail, where and how you got money.

Tell me all about any and all robberies you were involved in during this year from April 22, 1967, to about March 15, 1968.

When did you leave Los Angeles for the last time? Did you drive from Los Angeles to Atlanta? Is this the trip on which you stopped for a night in Selma, Alabama?

On the maps I have provided, re-trace for me all of your travels during the period from April 22, 1967, to about March 15, 1968.

You will note that I have sent you blank diaries for 1967 and 1968. I have smaller diaries. In order for me to write your story effectively, I must try to establish exactly where you were on every day after you escaped, what you were doing, and what time you were using. So I need every bit of help you can give me.
ASK BREEVER IF THE PERSON SHE
POINTED THE GUN TO HAD A Switch.

IF YOU TALK TO PRESS AFTER
TRIAL TELL THEM THEY HAD
SOMETHING TO DO WITH GUILTY PLEA.
THAT MIGHT HELP IN THE FUTURE
TO STOP ALL SUCH STORIES.
you ask about the doctor who gave me anti-depressant pills in Birmingham. I think if I gave you a short history of this project you might be better under time. But I will also mention this during your time. When it begins to be taken.

The first time I ever became interested in hypnosis or occultism I think they called it was while I was working in the hospital kitchen at the maximum prison. An inmate had several books on the subject and I read most of them from the use of hypnosis in medicine. In my study, however I never did follow the subject as the prison library didn't let this type of books in.

I think told you I tried to get to Fulton state hospital without success. After I had attempted twice and was put in isolation I made another attempt which was successful. After I had been in isolation about 6 months another prisoner told me what to say to have a mental examination. They were:

1. Say you had amnesia
2. Had compulsiveness
3. Heard voices
4. See things

Under Missouri law you state

Request a mental examination. The court must grant an examination to forget what I told the judge. No I or No 2, but I got the examination. The court records what I told the judge.
The art of hypnosis is a fascinating field, as Dr. John B. Chilton describes in his book, 'Hypnosis and the Mind's Eye.' The technique has been used in various disciplines, including psychology and medicine, to help individuals overcome anxiety, relieve pain, and improve their overall well-being. In this excerpt, Dr. Chilton discusses the psychological aspects of hypnosis and how it can be used to enhance personal growth and self-awareness. It is a powerful tool that can be used to transform the way we perceive ourselves and the world around us.
The medical Dr. Swarts office was a square building sitting on a hill. It was on the right side of the road if I stayed on the right side of the street going south.

The Hill Dr. office was in a new building built since the old was burned down in the fire of the store I think.

The pool desk office is in the community college.
I met him there either the next day or the day after. He wanted me to get a used car, around $2,000. If I remember right it took me about 3-4 days to find the right one. During this time we would meet at the stove store or the one across the street. I had also given him my phone no. and knew called me once, I think the reason was because it was on a Sunday and a lot of the places were closed on Sunday.

The car I finally bought a 1964 Mustang had about 12,000 miles on it and was in good condition. I spent $1,250. The only thing I didn't like was the color it was white Royal Mentinacity To.
He told me before he left that we would be taking some equipment in a couple months, and that he would write me where to meet him. (He also had taken my Birmingham address.)

My stay in Birmingham was uneventful. I think I told you I went to that dance school 3 times, it cost $1,400 total. I thought I was going to learn the Latin dances, however you have to learn the standard dance first to learn the Latin if you can believe the schools. Also I have told you about my experiences with the doctors in Birmingham.

He also gave me $500 for photographic equipment. I don't want to go into this too much as I don't know much about the equipment I was given. I do know it was a new type of camera or movie film, and had nothing to do with distant viewing. I checked with the equipment, and I should get it cleaned, then sent the wrong things and have to send some of it back. I ended up losing a check for $1,400 by this.

New Orleans (I guess) after the car purchase, I gave him a set of the keys at his request.
To back to Canada a minute

As I left there I brought some Canadian papers with me, I guess you saw the
toile in Newsweek link me with

hippie lonely hearts club, what I

had was a hula hoop. I still had

not rolled out a Canadian passport and

though I write to someone

in Canada today this club, after I

took their address I needed to contact

and make their acquaintance. Through

their channel, another words not

telling them I was from the U.S.

r had been writing to them but

was a Canadian from another

City and after awhile ask them to sign a passport form, however

I never heard from anyone and as

I forgot about it until I got to Canada.

also after reading some of the

material on movie cameras I got

interested in pictures so bought

a camera, but this part of the

story will be later.

I also bought new licence tags

about the first of April I remember

the man who later got elected and

who hung with me as I was walking

in line to pay the tags and ask

me to vote for him.

I also had taken a drivers

test and passed it.
SOMETIME I WOULD DRESS ABOUT THE 5TH or 6TH AND WRITE ME AND ASK ME TO MEET ME IN LOCADO, HE GAVE ME AN ADDRESS AND A DATE. I CALLED HIM AND TOLD HIM I HAD NOT ALL THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT YET AND I HAD A FEW OTHER MGK THINGS TO DO SOON AS WAIT ME SOME HOURS AND OR SCORpE I TOLD HIM I COULD BE THERE ON A CERTAIN DATE. BUT IF SOMETHING CAME UP AND I COULDN'T I WOULD CALL HIM WHICH HE SAID WAS RIGHT. AFTER I OT THE LETTER FROM Raul I QUITE TAKING ROOM BOARD FROM CHAPES AND JUST TOOK A ROOM AS I WANTED SOME JUST WHEN I WOULD LEAVE.

WHILE IN BERKLEY I TIE FEW I WENT ON A SHIELD SHIP.

I ALSO WENT TO BANK SAFETY DEPOSITORY IN WHICH NAMED HANS TANNHAME.

I NAMED THEM THE MOVES BACK FROM WISCONSIN.
STATE OF TENNESSEE VS. JAMES EARL RAY

PROPOSED STIPULATION AS TO MATERIAL FACTS WHICH THE STATE WOULD PROVE IN THE COURSE OF THIS TRIAL THROUGH LAY AND EXPERT WITNESSES. IN THE COURSE OF THE PRESENTATION TO THE JURY, THE DETAILS OF THE EVIDENTIARY FACTS ESTABLISHING THESE MATERIAL FACTS WILL BE ENLARGED UPON:

1. That on April 21, 1967, defendant, James Earl Ray, bought a six-transistor Channel Master radio at the Missouri State Penitentiary and his ID No. 00416 scratched on the end and this same radio was in the blue zipper bag dropped in front of Canipe's shortly after 6:00 p.m. on April 4, 1968.

2. That as John L. Rayns defendant was employed at the Indian Trail Restaurant, Winnetka, Illinois, 5-3 to 6-24-67.

3. That on 7-17-67 defendant registered as John L. Rayns at the Bourgad Motel in Montreal, Canada.

4. That on 7-18-67 defendant executed a lease at Money Apartment, 3589 Notre Dame East, using the name Eric S. Galt.

5. That on 7-19-67 defendant purchased a suit from Top Top Tailors in Montreal and this suit was recovered from defendant's luggage after arrest in London.

6. That on July 21, 1967, defendant was fitted for a suit at English and Scotch Woolen Co. in Montreal, said suit being subsequently shipped to defendant as Eric S. Galt at 2608 South Highland, Birmingham, Alabama.

7. That on August 26, 1967, as Eric Galt, defendant rented a room at 2608 South Highland, Birmingham, Alabama.

8. That as Eric S. Galt defendant rented safe deposit box at Birmingham Trust National Bank.
9. That defendant purchased a 1966 white Mustang for $1,995.00 from William D. Paisley and that defendant, as Eric S. Galt, transferred registration on said vehicle and obtained Alabama Driver's license as Eric Starvo Galt.


11. That as Eric S. Galt defendant wrote letter to Superior Bulk Film Co. advising defendant was leaving for Mexico, dated 10-5-67 and would send Mexican address.

12. That as Eric S. Galt defendant entered Mexico on a tourist permit on October 7, 1967, remaining in this country until the middle of November, 1967.

13. That defendant wrote Bulk Film Company requesting refund check be mailed to Eric Galt at Hotel Rio, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.

14. That on November 19, 1967, defendant rented Apartment 6 at 1535 North Serrano, Los Angeles, California, as Eric S. Galt.

15. That on November 20, 1967, defendant wrote letter to Superior Bulk Film requesting refund be sent to him at Serrano address.


17. That in December, 1967, defendant drove to New Orleans with Charlie Stein and brought Rita Stein's children back to Los Angeles after having taken Charles Stein, Rita Stein and Marie Martin to George Wallace headquarters in Los Angeles for purpose of registering for Wallace.
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18. That defendant registered at the Provincial Motel in New Orleans as Eric S. Galt.

19. That as Eric Galt defendant used laundry service at Avalon Cleaners in Los Angeles and sheets laundered by this company recovered from his Mustang in Atlanta.

20. That as Eric Galt defendant had shorts and undershirt (recovered from the blue zipper bag in front of Camps's) laundered at the Home Service Laundry in Los Angeles.

21. That as Eric S. Galt defendant enrolled in and attended the International School of Bartending in Los Angeles during the period of 1-19 to 3-2-68.

22. That defendant took up residence at the St. Francis Hotel in Los Angeles on 1-21-68.

23. That on March 5, 1968, defendant had plastic surgery performed on his nose by Dr. Russell C. Hadley in Hollywood, California.

24. That on March 17, 1968, defendant executed change of mailing address card from St. Francis Hotel in Los Angeles to General Delivery, Atlanta, Georgia.

25. That enroute from Los Angeles defendant dropped off a package of clothing belonging to Marie Martin's daughter in New Orleans.

26. That as Eric S. Galt defendant spent night at Flamingo Motel in Selma, Alabama.

27. That defendant rented room at Jimay Garners Rooming House in Atlanta, Georgia, on March 24, 1968.

28. That on March 29, 1968, as Harvey Lowreyer bought .243 cal. rifle with Redfield Scope from Aeromarine Supply Co. in Birmingham, Alabama.

[Signature]
29. That on March 30, 1968, defendant returned above rifle and exchanged it for 30-06 Springfield caliber Remington rifle which defendant subsequently used to shoot Dr. Martin Luther King and dropped in front of Canipe's shortly after 6:00 p.m. April 4, 1968.

30. That on March 31, 1968, defendant paid Jimmy Carner for a second week's rent and wrote name Eric S. Galt on envelope and gave to Carner.

31. That on April 1, 1968, defendant left laundry at Piedmont Laundry in Atlanta.

32. That on April 3, 1968, defendant purchased shaving kit at Rexall Drug Store in Memphis.

33. That defendant registered as Eric S. Galt in Rebel Motel, Memphis, Tennessee on April 3, 1968.

34. That on April 4, 1968, as John Willard defendant rented Room 58 from Mrs. Bessie Brewer at 422 1/2 South Main in Memphis, Tennessee.

35. That on April 4, 1968, defendant purchased Bushnell binoculars and case from York Arms Co. on South Main Street.

36. That defendant parked his white Mustang on Main Street just south of Canipe's.

37. That at approximately 6:01 p.m., April 4, 1968, defendant fired a shot from the second floor bathroom of the rooming house and fatally wounded Dr. Martin Luther King who was standing on the balcony of the Lorraine Hotel.

38. That defendant ran from second floor and dropped the rifle, box, 9 rounds of ammunition, a green and brown bedspread and a blue zipper bag containing various items including:

   (1) tack hammer and pliers

   \[\text{Signature}\]
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(2) April 4 issue of COMMERCIAL APPEAL
(3) Bushnell Binoculars, case and box
(4) Shaving kit from Fesall Drug
(5) Channel Master pocket size radio
(6) Two unopened cans of Schlitz beer
(7) Hair brush and miscellaneous toiletry items
(8) Pair of men's shorts and undershirt

39. That defendant left scene in his 1966 white Mustang and on the morning of April 5, 1968, left this car parked in Capitol Homes parking lot in Atlanta, Georgia.

40. That defendant picked up laundry from Piedmont Cleaners and left note for Jimmy Garner on April 5, 1968.

41. That on April 8, 1968, the defendant as Paul Bridgman rented room at 102 Ossington West, Toronto, Canada.

42. That on April 10 the defendant wrote letter as Paul Bridgman requesting copy of birth certificate.

43. That as Paul Bridgman defendant had passport photo made in Toronto.

44. That defendant as Ramon George Sneyd rented room at 961 Dundas Street in Toronto.

45. That defendant applied for passport and booked passage through the Kennedy Travel Bureau on flight to London as Ramon George Sneyd.

46. That defendant obtained birth certificate in name of Sneyd.

47. That defendant flew to London as Sneyd.

48. That defendant exchanged ticket and flew to Lisbon, Portugal.

49. That in Lisbon the defendant obtained new passport correcting last name from Sneyd to Sneyd.
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51. That in London the defendant as Sneyd lived respectively at the Heathfield House, New Earl's Court and Pax Hotel until June 8, 1968.

52. That the defendant was arrested at Heathfield Airport, London, as he was preparing to go to Brussels on June 8, 1968.

53. That in addition to the two passports, birth certificate of Sneyd, several items of correspondence, including some from Kennedy Travel Bureau, and a cash ticket from Andy's Men Shop in Toronto, Canada, dated May 6, 1968, the defendant had in his possession a 38 caliber revolver of Japanese make at the time of arrest.

54. That the defendant's luggage contained the suit from Tip Top Tailors and Scotch Woolen from Montreal and also a 210 Polaroid camera, as well as items on list furnished pursuant to request.

55. That the defendant was fingerprinted by Insp. Brine of Scotland Yard at Heathrow Airport.

56. That various items were obtained from the 1966 white Mustang in Atlanta on April 11, 1968, including: clothing, floor mats, bed linen and pillows, sweepings, "etc."; that items from Room 58 in Memphis, the bathroom at 422 1/2 South Main, items from the room of defendant at Jemmy Carner's in Atlanta and the items recovered from in front of Canipe's, as well as other physical evidence heretofore mentioned, would be the basis of expert testimony concerning ballistics, handwriting, fingerprints and identification by hairs and fibers.

In addition to the above-stipulated presentation the State expects to call one or two lay Corpus witnesses, the County Medical Examiner and two law enforcement officers.
Shelby County Jail,
Memphis, Tennessee,
November 12, 1966.

Hon. Phil Canale, Jr.,
District Attorney General,
Shelby County Court House,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Sheriff William Morris,
Shelby County Court House,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Judge W. Preston Battle,
Circuit Judge,
Shelby County Court House,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Gentlemen:

You are holding as evidence in the case of The State
of Tennessee vs. James Earl Ray a 1967 White Mustang automobile
and a Remington rifle. I have this day assigned and by this let-
ter do here now assign them to Percy Foreman, my attorney, of
Houston, Texas, as his property absolutely. At the conclusion
of my trial, he will request delivery of these items to him or
his order. This is your authorization and my request that you
give them to him.

Respectfully yours,

[Signature]
I AGAIN REFUSED TO SIGN THE PRINTCARD
(I DID THIS TO SHOW I OPPOSED HAVING MY PRINTS TAKEN)
I WAS THEN PLACED IN A CELL WITH AN OFFICER;
ABOUT AN HOUR LATER (THIS WOULD BE ABOUT 8 HOURS
AFTER MY ARREST) MR. BUTLER CAME TO THE CELL
WITH ANOTHER OFFICER WHO TOLD ME I DIDN'T HAVE
TO MAKE ANY STATEMENTS, MR. BUTLER THEN SAID
HE HAD REASON TO BELIEVE I WAS WANTED IN THE
U.S. FOR MURDER AND MY NAME WAS JAMES KAY.
I THEN ASKED HIM FOR PERMISSION TO CONSULT WITH
AN ATTORNEY. HE SAID I COULDN'T HAVE OR SEE
AN ATTORNEY BUT IF I WOULD HELP HIM HE WOULD
HELP ME. I THEN TURNED AND WALKED AWAY FROM
HIM AND SAT ON A BENCH.
AT A LATER COURT ROOM APPEARANCE ON MY
EXTRADITION HEARING BUTLER SAID I MADE
A STATEMENT (ORAL) I DENIED THIS IN OPEN
COURT AS I HADN'T MADE ANY STATEMENT
(SEEN STATEMENT FROM ATT. GENERAL).
WHEN MR. BUTLER RETURNED ME TO THE PRISON
AFTER THE HEARING I WROTE A LETTER (REC.
TO THE FOLLOWING OFFICIAL)

MR. JAMES CALLAGAN
HOME SECRETARY
HOUSE OF COMMS
LONDON, ENGLAND

I ASK MR. CALLAGAN TO BAR MR. BUTLER FROM
HAVING ANY FURTHER CONTACT WITH ME AS
IT WAS MY BELIEF HE WAS LYING ABOUT ME
IN COURT IN REGARD TO A STATEMENT AT THE
BEHEST OF THE U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL OFFICE
(I NEVER REC'D AN ANSWER) WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE
TO GET A DUPLICATE OF THIS LETTER FROM
MR. CALLAGAN OFFICE?)
LONDON STATEMENT

Upon arrest at London Heathrow airport, I was taken to a detention cell and told that a Scotland Yard officer would be there shortly to talk to me. About an hour passed, then I was searched and a pistol was found on me. About one hour later several officers from Scotland Yard arrived, one whom I learned later was Supt. Thomas. He proceeded to ask me questions about where I was going and why I had the pistol. I told them the reason I had the pistol was that I was going to Africa. I was then asked if I would give my permission to be fingerprinted. I said no, whereupon five or six took a hold of me and said I was going to be fingerprinted. I was then fingerprinted. One officer left with the prints and returned. Upon returning, he noted to Supt. Butler who then asked me to sign the print card. I refused, and he then asked me to sign my personal property receipt. I refused to sign that paper, whereupon Supt. Butler signed both of them. I found out later under English law if a suspect does not want his prints taken the arresting officer must get a court order. I was then taken to a lockup in London which is about 15 miles from the airport. I was again printed after being
Sometime later Mr. Butler came to the prison and requested to see me, I refused as under British law you don't have to see anyone while you're in prison. Also I didn't want him to make up another statement. He told the guard that came to tell me that Butler wanted to see me that he was going to Canada and that he could go to the Washington.

The next day I read in the paper where Mr. Butler did go to Canada.

(What did he want to see me about? Give out a statement when he goes to U.S.)

Supt. Butler also threatened once to put my picture in every paper in London if I didn't answer his questions.

Under English law I'm not sure if you are entitled to an attorney at the time of your arrest as you are in U.S. Even if you request it.

Would it be advisable to get the print cards and pessimism property cards from London to show that I didn't cooperate and help discredit the statement.
packages, he then directed me to what I am fairly sure is the bus station. He went in their while I drove around the back, I picked him up, then he said we had to go back again. He didn't have the case. He told me where to meet him, train station and he again got a car. While I waited about 10 minutes. When I got to the train station he was standing in front. We went through the same procedure except we went over the bridge. I noticed the customs officer was seen shaking down about every other car and I remembered the tu set in the trunk that I had brought in Montreal.
re arm, we could not full along with him he would and only get one thing, to meet that day or in 12annel allowed, he then allowed if he wanted me to do.

We got rid of cities 2 left 2 were all. 2 it to mobile also when we would meet at a place of the lines.

Then ask him what I was supposed to do and I got the assurance that he would me to take weapons and only help in some way, he assured me it would be nothing worse, I then agreed to go along with what he asked about to tell him 2 and with go to Birmingham until of week. Because pray 2 done on allay, the prince on the west coast gotten me.

Tori Birmingham is longer here answer to get lost soon.
He said the TV set is my
TV, pulled in a line a custom envelope
and waited, looked at the TV set
just around. This can be pulled into the
set but since you did, plus its size, the clothing
on the bed, etc., didn't get the earth-
set, this produce first about 30 mints
and cost about $5.00. Pined wear a little
manner and watched to know where 2 half
shoes 2 and hand a receipt to not only
the customs office for paying the export
that on the TV, we then went to the
more produce slept about 2 pick up
The second time we went to a side
street to pick up, he gave me $100.00 but
Told me he couldn't get any
Texas documents.
He told me he was going to Birmingham to set up a meeting place, and that he would write me a general disclaimer letter to Birmingham telling me where to meet him, and that he would make a car to pick me up. He then took him back to the station and left for Chicago.

I didn't stop in Detroit; I stayed in a hotel that night in a hotel about 5 miles east of Gary, Indiana. The next day I sold the car in Chicago and caught a train for Birmingham.
QUESTIONS

I HAVE BEEN RECRUITED TWICE ON CONVICTED THE FIRST TIME, I GOT 3 YEARS 9 MONTHS THE OTHER PRISON CAMP. THIS WAS A FEDERAL CRIME. THE OTHER TIME I GOT 2 YEARS AND THE OTHER PRISON CAMP 7 YEARS Sin I AM A LITTLE CONSENT ON COMMITTING CRIMES WITH OTHER PEOPLE. THIS WAS ON THE SUBSE. I MYSELF ON.

ONE OTHER THING ON MEXICO.
MY NAME HAS BEEN MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH RHODESIA. I'M SOME OF THE MAGAZINES ORGANIZING WHILE IN PUERTO VALLARTA I CAME ACROSS AN ADD IN THE NEWS MAGAZINE—U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT—ASKING PEOPLE WHO WANTED TO IMMIGRANT TO RHODESIA TO WRITE TO SOME ADDRESS IN RHODESIA. I WRITE TO THIS ADDRESS AND TOLD THEM I WAS A FORMER U.S. CITIZEN BUT NOW STATESMAN HAVING BEEN IN A FOREIGN ARMY AND LOST MY CITIZENSHIP. HOWEVER I NEVER RECEIVED AN ANSWER OF MY IMMIGRATION REQUEST. ITS POSSIBLE THEY NEVER READ IT OR IT IS A FALSE STATEMENT SINCE THE U.S. SUPREME COURT HAS RECENTLY RULED IN A CASE INVOLVING A U.S. CITIZEN OF JEWISH ORIGIN WHO FOUGHT IN THE ISRAELI ARMY THAT U.S. CITIZENSHIP COULD NOT BE REUSED FOR SERVICE IN A FOREIGN ARMY.

YOU ASK ME WHERE I CUT THE NAME OR NOT NAME. I SAY I FIRST THINK IT IMPORTANT AS I CANNOT SAY WHAT I SAY. BUT I AM CLEAR THAT NAME ABOUT 20 YEARS BEFORE I DISAPPEARED. THEN IT BECAUSE IT WAS IMPORTANT, THEN I DIDN'T REALIZE.
IT WAS IN MEXICO THAT THE MARIJUANA CRACKER ARRIVED. EVERYONE ALSO CAM OUT, I THINK THAT
ONE REASON FOR THIS CHANGE WAS THAT ON THE WAY TO THE BEACH I PICKED UP A HIPPIE WHO WAS
AKING ME TO JOIN HIM IN HIS RV. HE SEEMED FRIENDLY AND POLITE. SEVERAL OF THE PEOPLE WAS
LIVING ON THE BEACH AND I WAS TALKING TO ONE OF THE GIRLS ABOUT THE EFFECT THE DRUGS
 Have on you, and I think it was during this conversation that I met him. I can't remember his
NAME. HE WAS IN HIS THIRTIES AND LOOKED MARRIED. WE MET IN PUERTO VALLARTA. I STAYED AT
THE HOTEL FOR THE LAST WEEK OF THE TROPICANA, THE TROPICANA IS RIGHT ON THE BEACH.
THERE IS ANOTHER HOTEL ON THE BEACHWhere he works at one
of the hotels. WHO MIGHT GIVE YOU SOME INFORMATION
ON MY SHAMEFUL ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES BUT I THINK YOU
SHOULD TALK TO HIM FIRST THEN I WILL VERIFY
WHAT HE SAYS, HE WAS A FAT COW AND I
DON'T REMEMBER THE NAME. HE WORKED AT
BUT WILL ALSO DRAW A DIAGRAM OF THE HOTEL.
I THINK THAT COVERS EVERYTHING I DID
WHILE IN MEXICO.
MR. Huij.

MR. HANGS READ ME YOUR FIRST STORY AND ON.

This paper I will attempt to explain the part which you greatly misunderstand.

It deals with plastic surgery & love/heads/club 3.

First I didn't get plastic surgery to change my personality or future. As you might have construed by reading the Malta book.

I got the surgery to change my facial features so it would be harder to identify me. Through pictures circulated by law officials. I got the Malta book on recommendation of a hypnotist. It was just a coincident that I left surgery and the Malta book.

The reason you made in the story was not that I joined a club with intellectual names in it, but it never came out in the paper; the article meta in life now and while you report in your first story, in a club that I contacted in the order from the free press paper. What I did was circulate a lot of pictures around through this club. Then I had plastic surgery.

The reason I did this was that I knew sooner or later the FBI would get me on the top 10. And I assumed someone that had mailed a picture to would serve to the FBI; mean while I would have had my features altered plus the fact that the pictures made me look considerably younger.
I DON'T KNOW HOW TO CONNECT THE PLASTIC SURGERY WITH THE LONELY HEARTS CLUB AT THIS STAGE OF THE STORY SINCE MOST OF THIS HAPPENED DURING THE LATTER STAGES OF THE STORY ITSELF.

I SUPPOSE YOU COULD MIGHT AT SOMETHING IF YOU DON'T WANT THE PLASTIC SURGERY PART TO COME OUT UNTIL AFTER THE TRIAL STARTS, HOWEVER THAT'S YOUR PERT I'M JUST TRYING TO GET THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS RIGHT FOR YOU.

I GUESS ARTHUR HAAS TO GIVE YOU THE APPOINTMENT OF THE PLASTIC SURGERY SO YOU COULD CHECK IT OUT.

IT WAS, MR. RUSSELL HANLEY IN APR 70 00 HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA.

THE ONLY OTHER PART OF THE STORY THAT MIGHT BE MISINTERPRETED IS THE ARMY PART.

IT TRUE THAT I ASK TO GET OUT AFTER BEING TRANSFERRED TO THE INFANTRY BUT THIS WAS NOT DENIED. WHAT FINALLY HAPPEN WAS THAT I WAS SENT TO THE SHOOTS FOR BREAKING CONFINEMENT TO QUAINTIES. I WAS THEN GIVEN A DISCHARGE UNDER HONORABLE CONDITIONS. MY ONLY COMPLAINT ON THIS POINT WAS THAT THE ARMY WAITED WITHIN 2 DAYS OF THE END OF MY 3 YEAR ENLISTMENT BELOW. THEY GAVE ME THIS TYPE OF DISCHARGE.

IT SEEMS IF I WAS THAT CLOSE TO AN HONORABLE DISCHARGE THEY SHOULD HAVE WAITED THE TUESDAY BUT IN GENERAL I HAD NO OBJECTIONS TO THEIR ACTION OR NEVER MADE ANY AND THEY WERE PROPERLY IN DAYS IN TAKING THE ACTION THAT DID.

I THOUGHT I SHOULD WRITE THESE TWO PAGES BECAUSE IT'S A MISTAKE IN THE STORY TRACK MY FAULTY GRAMMAR IT MIGHT REFLECT ON THE CREDIBILITY OF THE REST OF THE STORY.
YOU ALSO HAD SOMETHING ABOUT ME SCREAMING IN MY SLEEP. I GUESSED THAT WAS IN SOME ARTICLE I DIDN'T READ. THERE HAS BEEN A LOT OF THIS TYPE OF THING WRITTEN I GUESS AND I DON'T CARE ABOUT ANSWERING ANY OF IT. I SUPPOSE THEY WRITE THIS TYPE OF THINGS TO SELL THEIR ARTICLE, ALSO THAT'S THE REASON I'M GIVING YOU THIS INFORMATION.

IN MY OPINION THE PLACE TO ANSWER THESE ARTICLES IS IN A COURT OF LAW UNDER LIBEL ACTION. THEN THEY WOULD HAVE TO PROVE THEIR ALLEGATIONS.

I WOULD RATHER YOU STATE THAT YOU ASK ME (WHICH YOU DID) ABOUT THESE CHARGES SUCH AS SCREAMING IN MY SLEEP WHEN YOU WROTE THE STORY, INSTEAD OF GIVING THE IMPRESSION THAT I DID THINK THIS UP MYSELF.
I will attempt to answer some of your letter. In general, you're right. I am busy. However, I also seem to remember that when I write, I am usually better. I'm glad to have met you. You're a kind person. For example, in the life magazine article, there are a few pictures of you. I think it was Dr. Rosalyn Salley. In your letter, you mentioned that you visited an event. I hope you enjoyed it. I'm glad you're coming to the party. It will be a lot of fun. I look forward to it.

[Handwritten notes]

- I found this letter in the mail. I'm glad to see you. It's been a while since we last met.
- Dr. Rosalyn Salley is coming to the party. I hope you can make it. I'm sure it will be fun.
- Please let me know if you need anything. I'm always here to help.

[Signature]

Best,
[Name]
Dr. at St. Lukes. St. Louis, Mo.

1. I interned at Fulton Mo. State Hospital for 2 months at own request to get out of isolation. Found same.

2. Received anti-depression pills from Dr. at St. Lukes.

3. Upon arrival at St. Lukes, contacted family. Hypnosis.


At this time I was reading or storing this type of material. He recommended a clinical psychologist to go under the name of Guilt. I gave him my real name (Terry) as it was my belief if he was a hypnotist I would tell him my real name while under the influence of hypnosis.


At my office in St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir,

At the time of my arrest at St. Luke's Airport on the invest of drugs, drugs were taken from my person. Dr. Thomas Flick of St. Luke's signed the receipt. If you have the receipt, I would appreciate it if you would send me a duplicate copy. If you don't have the receipt, I would appreciate it if you would send me a duplicate copy.
AFTER APPR. 3 SESSIONS WITH HIM I DESIGNED HE WAS NOT QUITE EXPECTING WHERE UPON I WENT TO A BUSINESS CONSULTANT ON CRENSHAW BLVD. APPR. THE 10000 BLOCK (ACROSS FROM COLLEGE) HE WAS SATISFACTORY AND RECOMMEND SEVERAL BOOKS TO STUDY AMONG THEM (HOW TO INCREASE YOUR MENTAL POWER & PSYCHOCERTIC)
Points that could be used against me:

1. Taking New Orleans people in LA to register for W... But they requested it. Later I told one of the Rep. persons to re-register in the Rep. party... And vote for Sen. Kerry.

She had told me her boyfriend was in trouble and wanted some political help. I told her I didn't think the W. people would be sympathetic to criminals.

2. Buying free press paper to run ad, this is an extremely liberal publication.

3. Argument in Rabbit Foot Club, LA about Aragon. I was also robbed there by her boyfriend. Later (next day) had to have a locksmith to open my car. His address is 54200 Hollywood Blvd.
Called the John Birch Society plus other orgs and ask for info on the Englishspeaking countries of Africa. They sent me the address of the African Regional Council I wanted this info for possible immigration purposes.

Upon my leaving Atlanta and thinking that I was wanted for questions in the KU case I left the Birch letter and the free press paper. Their thinking they would investigate them while I got away.

I left those publications on a table. But other books in basement.

The only org I have ever been to was the Eagles.
11. That sent the TV. They had one in the sun. But all 3 were with the same people. Programs & music. I think that was a joint union effort Home & F. Lee Bailey.

12. You had another phone in the van. But I only saw it to them. I did it a small group. That was with me now a left phone.

13. I never attended school. It was about a Sickha. But never attended. I think the person and will you. It was a path. But I can't tell them something different or arrive at different prices.

14. I joined the army when I was about 16 yr. Old in Alter. All. It was located on & Brown. I wasn't allowed to drink about all. I did oneisky. The hot weather once in awhile. My uncle Bailey. To it and he got me in.
Dear Mr. H.

After reading the guidelines of the situation that you will need to complete your work, I think I can give you most of the information required. However, I can't give you information that would lead to the prosecution of anyone else. I think you can handle the rest, but I don't want to lose my balance, and I think it's really all the same. I'm sure you'll help me in this, but since I have already moved along the same amount and found a very similar part of the story, also there may be difficulty in really off the track, while I made so many mistakes. I think it might be helpful to you in understanding my actions before and after the steps if I gave you just a little of my thoughts and intentions.
Feudally in the time of my life I was into two
in attempt succeed I bad just get out of it be
for the attempt I had tried without some attitude
in the same including one from the
Center just in 1516 being odd to the thumper
and sent word to me of what to expect if
I was caught again. Therefore when I got
out I saw I had to use a little self discipline
I didn't get around my relation as much on plan
I bad then to figure my intent was to get
enough money out the man to get out of
the US. Therefore when I went to work
at the Indian land office at Saucelle Hill
after my escape it was for the purpose of
establishing the I.D. and to accumulate capital.
regardless of what meant I was I must try
dope putting drunk and lying prostitute.
You say that when a man escapes from prison his first two concerns must be Identification and Capital. I understand this. I also understand that you had a Social Security number, but not a card. I assume that this means that you have never had a Social Security card; and that you only had a "number" which sounded correct—meaning that it had the correct number of numbers in it.

After two months in Chicago, had you acquired anything further in the way of identification under the name John Hayes? Did you keep letters addressed to you by that name?

I assume you also had an automobile registration card in this name. Is this correct?

When you bought that car, did you have to show the dealer that you had a driver's license? Or any sort of identification?

How about guns. Perhaps you are aware that there is now a great deal of discussion in the United States about guns, their purchase, their registration, etc. So I must question you closely about how you acquired guns. After you reached Chicago, perhaps even before, you must have acquired a pistol. Now and where did you acquire it? I don't need the name of anybody who sold it to you. I just need to understand the process by which a man in your position acquires guns.

How about Capital. When you left Chicago in late June or early July, 1967, how much money did you have?

How were you dressed?

What other possessions did you have?

And when you reached Montreal, how much money did you have?

More about Capital. I suppose you do not deny that you have been and are a thief. You live, at least partially, by robbery. You have committed, or been involved in, a number of robberies.

Have all your robberies been one-man jobs? Have you ever been involved in a robbery with one or more other men?

In Canada I assume you committed one or more acts of robbery. Mr. Rims will advise you that I can't harm you in any way by simply reporting, on my own authority, that you held up a supermarket or a bank in such-and-such a place on such-and-such a day. So I need for you to describe these robberies for me: when and where, and what happened that was unusual or interesting, and how much did you net from the robbery. How much Capital did you accumulate by a robbery?
It went that the woman put dirt inside me but after 7½ you, if they 3 could
unit a caninum in the life of you
investige you will get a clear picture.

III

ATH:
In relation to my previous attempt to fire a bomb.

On my first attempt which was in the fall of 1961, I was working in the clinic at 7:30 a.m. There was no one working there and we were at a stage where we were not centered until after 7 p.m., which meant that it was dark by then. I had to go down the cells to the right of the office and repair the cold room. I then removed the shelf from the wall and 25.3% of the walls were still together. I used about 3′, 4″ of metal to patch on the bomb and wanted to fire a bomb after

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Attempt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Working in clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 p.m.</td>
<td>Centered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The context and details are unclear due to the handwriting style.
The bomb was made out of a box and was very
large, therefor when I got in by the little
Electrical panel I had to put it on the slow car.
I had about 6 or 7 o'clock at which I had
arrived by special arrangement.
The second bomb also failed to get a fire in it.
I was one of the men who turned it around and
then I took some more Cotton and an axe and
the screen out of the bathrooms. I took an axe
from yoke which was used to open mine shafts and
shook it into a tunnel which connected all the allways so could up the
station until I got to the security chief office.
Cable was then left on the pole on the sidewalk.
Finally went home using lightly and without
Interfere with my truly, also, please never
leave a deceased person out of your
thoughts. I stipulate one might intend on one
in Defense, you could briefly click on the one as
Defense a small town then only 3 roms in at
3608 U-Haul Place in Austin.
I would be more accurate about the mental capital
I had a mental map, but I knew the town was
close to the river, only a corner home and a damne
club, one of the streets, if it was still there they are
to free two more club in metal off, it could be
then (or as lbs in part.) into one with the map.
you could find the Justin
on the 5.3. and, yes, I have end-improved over since but I couldn't write that while in excess, I could not make a get some 50, of the 2.00 at event the number in The 52 office and they say it's the card.

for 2.0 I had Joyce Jones Lewis on the phone 5.0 and I bought the one of a guinea gross or slight help to show 2.0 just many or saying a gun that a couple million a 20 in the annual convention it usually goes like this. A boy and not a pretty good role and sell them to a face you then only them from the force after me just you can throw the gun away. Surely they acting for
With all these, I might say, we can do as we wish; we are more free when we are together.

When I left Chicago after quitting my job, I had about $4500, and around I didn't have many possessions; just a couple of shirts and pants. I then boarded a train to St. Louis on the way to New York. I had car trouble, but made it to St. Louis that night. I stayed there with the friend who had taken me to Edwardsville. When I had recovered, I told him I was leaving the country and asked him to tell my family not to wait for me. In case they saw him, I didn't tell him which country I was going to so no one would know no even family. Whether he did
This or that I didn't know, the next day I bought another car for about $10. I also got a new tire from my friend, but didn't pay him. As I was short of money, I told him I would send him the money. I then left for Canada. There was a lot of traffic going to Canada, so no trouble crossing the border.

My trip from E. St. back to Toronto was about 500 miles. I had some friends in Toronto and Hamilton. We had dinner, while in the train. I had a lot of people get their drumsticks on the train. I also received a letter from N.Y. from Mr. Bell or Bill in London. Therefore, the first thing I did upon my arrival in London was what was
To call a travel agency and give them

Chances was necessary to get a passport

was using. I threw back my hat on someone

by getting on from the way was also getting out of

in the hotel and in the name of the man's name.

I pay the man's name now.

Girls there. The club with you and the
TWO OF YOU TAKE A CAB TO AND APARTMENT
RUN BY WHOEVER SHE IS WORKING FOR I PICKED
ONE OF THESE GIRLS THE BEST LOOKING ONE I
COULD FIND AS I THOUGHT SHE WOULD BE
IN THE MORE PROSPECTIVE MINDS WE WENT
TO THE APARTMENT WHERE UP I GAVE HER
$25,00 WHICH SHE TOOK TO THE OFFICE AFTER
I LEFT I GOT THE ADDRESS THE NEXT NIGHT
I TOOK MY CAR AND YANKED CLOSE TO THIS
HOUSE THEN WE WENT BACK TO THIS OLDER AND
SLICKER UP THE SAME GIRL WE THEN CAUGHT
A CAB TO THE SAME HOUSE AFTER I HAD
PAID HER ANOTHER $35,00 AND WE WERE
READY TO LEAVE I PUT THE GUN ON HER
AND TOOK HER TO THE OFFICE AFTER SHE
I got the idea to get under the bed to check on the baby. I was worried about the baby. I told the girl to get under the bed and leave the room. She went back to the kitchen to get something. And then she came back with something. When she came back, she had a big smile on her face. She said something that made me feel better. She said, "I've found a solution!" And then she handed me a big envelope. I opened it and found a letter inside. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"

I was overwhelmed with relief. I thanked her and gave her a big hug. She gave me a big smile and said, "You're welcome!" And then she left the room. I sat down on the bed and opened the letter. It was from my friend who had been to the hospital earlier. She had written a note saying, "I've found a solution!"
My reason for frequenting the waterfront was to see if I could get some denneen sessions papers or get a job on a ship. I asked the union hall, but they said there was no jobs available at the time. I think the first time I contacted Paul was about the second time I frequented the bar with the boys where I drank. He started the conversation, I knew he asked me if I was going to America. I told him yes after some general conversation, I told him I was thinking about immigrating to Canada and questioned him on the prospects of getting a job on a ship. He told me that he had worked on a ship or was working on one.
ALL TOGETHER I WOULD SAY I TALKED TO HIM ABOUT 7 OR 8 TIMES; IT WAS ABOUT THE THIRD TIME THAT I TELL HIM I HAD BEEN IN A LITTLE TROUBLE IN THE U.S. AND COULDN'T FIND WORK ON CERTAIN JOBS SUCH AS SHIPS (THIS IS NOT SOMEONE WITH RECORDS CAN WORK ON SHIPS AND I THINK HE MIGHT HAVE KNOWN THIS) AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW YOU JUST DON'T TELL ANYONE THE FIRST TIME YOU MEET THEM YOU HAVE BEEN IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW.

I ALSO TOLD HIM THAT I WOULD LIKE TO IMMIGRATE TO ANOTHER ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRY IF I COULDN'T FIND WORK IN CANADA AND THAT IF I HAD SEAMAN PAPER I COULD USE THEM TO BOARD SHIP AND THEN TO DISMAY, ANOTHER WORDS USE...
The papers like my second, I was not of this stage that he told me. That, he told me to be able to get me the papers or a passport. But I would have to help him to have that. I could make a little money to helping when I got to my country of choice. I told him I'd be okay if it wasn't going to be risky. He then told me of the plan to take some precautions across the border. I asked him what and he told me I wasn't getting paid to ask questions. We then made plans to meet at Windsor that was his idea and I would guess because the border was two crossing points then, one a tunnel, the other a bridge. During this time the girl I mention came by my place. She said she was going to Essex and had to be back to work shortly. She had a boyfriend with her and she stayed at my place that night. I didn't have to rush to talk to her with regards to signing a passport.
form for me and I didn't want him to ask her to direct. Since the time he
asked the police, I took her to the state and see her before I left for the
States. He and I had agreed on a date
to meet at the Windsor train station,
I checked out of the apt. and
forefeited my last month's rent, so
I had about 300 days before he was to
meet Naval in Windsor. I drove to
Ottawa first and called this girl I
found out the next day that she worked
for the Canadian government so I refused
to ask her to sign a passport
form especially since she was a
prospective Naval would get me one.
After two days their I left for
Windsor. I was due to meet Naval at
3:00 PM in the rest station.
I proceeded behind the wall (see diagram) across the railroad tracks and along the river until I was out of site of the tower guards. I then took off my prison clothes and hid them. But I kept the shirt. As it was cool at night, I kept the shirt and the other articles in the sack. Then I went down the track to a railroad bridge where I hid out for the day listening to the raids but I didn't hear anything on them. I found out after the warden didn't report me missing as he thought I was hiding in the prison. The direction I was taking was in the direction of St. Louis. I knew they the police would think I would go in that direction. I crossed the bridge and headed back the other way toward Kansas City. I walked all that night.
For soft rests it was a little cold.

But I wasn't complaining.

And I slept a bit. To make matters

midnight. After sleeping during the day

and listening to reports on the radio.

And I started waking that next it was

similar to the first night. The only thing

that I can seem to recall is seeing the

stars maybe because I hadn't seen them

for awhile.

3rd Day: I am getting tired of candy bars.

Also about out, I sleepy since the area

is mostly blurry. I can see quite far on

the high ones, I see a plane car

now and then (heaven help!) Naturally

think there after me. Also it seems

by the radio reports that they have

decided that I have escaped.
During my night training, I occasionally come by a house by the tracks. It has strong lights which flood the tracks there. Fire. I have to detour, some time this leads me through water, small creeks and bog training in general and this is having an effect on my feet and I have trouble getting my shoes on after I take them off. Also I came by a trailer this night it sets by the road after breaking a small lock. I expect it. I find a half a bottle of wine and some food. I take what food I can carry and drink the wine. Also take a blanket. As its cold. After eating and drinking I fall of to sleep and wake up with it raining on me. The wine must have got me. I get up and walk the rest of the night.
4th day. Some thing sleeping watching and listening to radio.

4th Night. This is pretty like the third. Except I can't walk as much.

Morning of 5th. As daylight comes it raining I decide to build a fire. As its raining I find a tunnel its about one about 4 feet running under the track. I had got some matches out of the train. After I get the fire going good I here some mister I put the fire out but two railroad workers get of a haurcer and come down to check the smoke. I tell them I been hunting and got wet. Started the fire to dry out. They say ok and leave. I stay their the rest of the day. My feet are in such condition that I don't take.
My stores of as I don't think I can get them on if I do.

7th. Heat. More walking getting now on food. Their is rest of springs along the tracks. You can here them running at night so I have plenty to drink. At the begin of day night I can see a town and lights.

6th day. I figure the heat is off now so I desire I will go into this town if it's big enough. I have already went through several small towns. At night.

5th night. After walking a couple hours I get to the town I have clean up the best I can. Running the day I go into the town and buy two cases of beer and some sandwiches and go back to the railroad tents.
This night I catch a train. The next day, heading back to St. Louis, I got there early in the morning and catch a cab to East St. Louis. After getting a pair of over-sized shoes and a jacket I call a friend who takes me to a small town out of East St. Louis where I catch the bus to Chicago.
After I reached Chicago I started working for a place to stay. I rented a room at 125 5th St. on the left hand side of the street going south. They were a building across the street from my room. That night I bought a magazine and got the list of the most out of the west all seasons. That was nothing so far. While I was there I remember one of the salesmen gave me one of the best books on the market. More or less I bought a hundred or two. I also got out of a butterfly, and I didn't go to the library or see my relatives. My reason for not seeing my relatives is that I wasn't able to field against a relative or anyone else for doing a favorite of the police force.
I had not seen my mother until I went to war.
I don't know what day I received the letter I got.
I don't know how they got my address.

I received a letter from the western end of the war.
I was living with the rest of the time. I didn't think anything about it.
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I suppose the action police court
will give you a little info about me.

If you go to between 3rd and 7th
you will see them in my record and you can see if there
any discrepancies.

1. Attempt escape 6 months sentence
2. refusing to work on a job which was
   received for my offense - 30 days hold up.
3. Taking contraband through custodian - 54 weeks.
4. Attempt escape, sentence 9 months. I went to
   the 1st one at the federalpenitentiary at
   my request. See 6th William just who was upset
   for me after they were put in my cellmate.
   The people who were most around with
   me were,
   The woman
   Major Fing
   Officer Hopkins, etc etc.
was correct on my.
The first 2 months there was nothing on my
medical record about the time I had some trouble
with low blood pressure until one diagnosis
as congestive heart trouble. I was allowed to
make it seem more severe and be sure to follow
all advice even were more like this.
I found out later that Dr. Park had written
a report that I was being stimulable, after
this he asked one of his doctors about this
and he said Park was mistaken, as flicker
blood tests were bad of some sort I would
suggest if the buy up this subject ask
them if I was easy given a similar test
first.
I did as my doctor in fact it didn't
interest me much and I was spiral
later.
The one who made me 1966 doctor.
MR. HUIJS

I will attempt to answer your letter that was shown to me Tuesday by Mr. Hanes. First I want to worry to much about a contempt charge. Judge Battle has said that the order doesn't extend out side of his jurisdiction which is confined to Shelby County. Him even if you did get convicted of contempt I think the maximum penalty is only six months which would go by pretty fast also, if your ex. counsel gets elected you would be used to it. (Thems are people out in the August races, die off which also came out after Battle's order)

My position on this book and articles you are writing is that while it was my hands it was (he had me sign the contracts in London for that purpose I guess) is that I naturally approve of it but I don't want to get tied up with multiple contracts which I will now attempt to explain.

I have now sign four contracts including a power of attorney which gives you and Mr. Hanes the near as thing as possible to unlimited rights to say or make deals of any kind in my name. I have no objection to that up to a certain point. As I know this is going to be an kinds of books written relating to me. And thanking you for the movies and under the rebel laws in the U.S. which makes it difficult for a convicted felon to get any relief in the courts, I can't do much about it.
IT SEEMS TO ME THAT FOR THE 1ST 1200 IS MENTAL
IVE BEEN TOLD IF I WOULD DO THIS OR THAT EVERYTHING
WAS ALL RIGHT. THEN SEE BEFORE GOING TO
TRIAL I WANT TO GET OUT FROM UNDER SOME
OF THESE CONTRACTS. ONE IS THE POWER OF
ATTORNEY, IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THE CONTRACT
YOU, MR. HANES, AND I HAVE SIGNED WOULD BE
BUYING. I CERTAINLY DON'T WANT ANY MORE
DEALS AS I THINK THE ONE CONTRACT SHOULD
COVER EVERYTHING, AND I WANT MY BROTHER
TO HAVE A POWER OF ATTORNEY WHILE I WILL
EXPLAIN LATER.

THUS, THIS IS WHAT I WANT TO DO BECAUSE
NOW THE 1ST AND THAT IS FOR YOUR ATTORNEY OR
RENT TO START ON. NOW TO PUTTING 3/4 OF MY $1500
IN A BANK DESIGNATED BY MY BROTHER. THIS
WOULD BE ABOUT $1250. THE OTHER HALF
WOULD GO TO MR. HANES. UNTIL I GET THE
PAID OFF, I DON'T THINK THIS WOULD BE A
HASSLE ON MR. HANES AS HE HAS ALREADY
RECEIVED $50,000, HIS $50,000.
NOW I WILL ATTEMPT TO EXPLAIN MY REASON
FOR MAKING THIS REQUEST AND WHICH I HAVE
ATTENDED TO EXPLAIN TO MR. HANES WITHOUT SUCCESS.

ONE, IF I AM CONVICTED OF A CRIME, I AM
GOING TO HIRE A TENNESSEE LAWYER TO HELP
WITH MY APPEAL. THIS IS USUALLY DONE AS
LOCAL LAWYERS SOMETIMES KNOW THEIR WAY
AROUND A LITTLE BETTER THAN OUTSIDE
LAWYERS. ALSO, IF I GO TO JAIL PRISON AND
I AM CONFINED UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS
AS I AM HERE, I WILL NEED SOMEONE
ON THE STATE LEVEL TO TRY TO GET IT
CHANGED. ANOTHER WOULD BE A STATE LAWYER.
With a little political influence...

Two I am going to try to have the ethics committee to investigate my adverse publicity. I will probably need a lawyer for this. This will take a little money and you can't show lawyers just contracts. This will hire private detective investigating my case.

On the negative side I guess you have read where you have gave me thousands of dollars for publishing rights. Therefore in the unseen should happen it would be difficult for me or any attorney to make a public appeal.

Also as you probably know some states rights party are opposed to finance my defense, however Mr. Hanes is probably right in that I shouldn't get involved with politics unless I have to.

If what I've wrote sounds realistic and logical or if not let me know.

What ever you and Mr. Hanes desire won't have any effect on books or interviews or anything in the contract. However if it's desired by someone to keep the fan picking the boat or that or to donate handle my finishing legal affairs are going to able to make some other line team. Depending whether than or like I have been. So I would like to know your views on this letter November
This is the last time I want to comment on this subject. As I want to concentrate on the trial.

On a related subject, my relatives are still being fretted by writers. My brother told me he heard one had claimed he had interviewed some relative of mine while he hoped this wouldn't come under the jurisdiction of your attorney mentioned in the contract. Would it?

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Mr. H."}

I read Mr. H.'s letter today. I did as well as I could and 
I hope you stay well. I was in the army
But when I read Mr. H.'s letter I was 
allright, not a lot of sanctioned 
information. 

1. When I first arrived I was in a 
two-man cell for about 2 weeks.
2. When I got out of solitary for the first time I 
was in a two-man cell also for about 2 weeks.
3. While I was in solitary, I had a cell 
for about 7 months.
4. Right after I was released from solitary, I had 
2 weeks in a 3-man cell.
5. The rest of my time at the prison was spent in a 
3-man cell. I did not have much free time in the cell 
with me, and I didn't like to write or anything else.
My brother John & I are my own trustees except where legally required.

I think I get a visit to the county on about once a week.

About 10 to 11 visits.

No more visits.

On when I had my last visit I went with you to the store when you went to the store.

We went to the post office and some other places.

And some other places we didn't go to.

But I stayed at your house book the night.

And since you helped me a lot you can help me in prison.

Thanks to my brother that was a week and read to some amount in return.

This is very little condition when in prison and what they were didn't include me.

And you, when you decide, can take all that.

Date: [Handwritten date]
I TOLD HIM OF THE STATION AND TOLD HIM I WANTED ABOUT 30 MINUTES AND HE CAME IN WITH AN ATTACHE CASE AND SAID, "LET'S GO ON THE WAY TO THE TUNNEL." HE TOOK 3 PACKAGES OUT AND PUT THEM BEHIND THE BACK PART OF THE SEAT WHERE YOU REST YOUR BACK. I LET HIM OFF AFTER THIS AND HE SAID HE WOULD MEET ME ON THE OTHER SIDE (I THINK IT WAS WHERE THEY EXCHANGE MONEY) BUT TOLD ME TO GIVE HIM ABOUT FIVE MINUTES TO GET A CAB TO CROSS. I WENT THROUGH THE CUSTOM ALL RIGHT AND HE MET ME ON THE OTHER SIDE. HE THEN DIRECTED ME TO A SIDE STREET WHERE HE REMOVED THE
I don't want the Wallace part in
for the following reasons. What is
said in court will not be what the
papers print, they have been
harping on the Stein-Wallace
thing in Calif. For something now
and if no from past experience they
after the papers have me convicted
they will start on someone else.
Now I have signed this cop out and
it will look like I did sign it
just to save myself by someone
else's expense, they have some reason
for using the word 'waller'. Since
their is no Wallace party, it's
the American party if Mr. Connell
wants to he can call Marie
Denne and she will tell him I
told her if she wants to get a
political lawyer to help her boy
friend out of jail she should
refer with the Democrat or Rep.
which she did. Also I don't want
to become involved in any of these
cheap political tricks, but if they
want to at the trial I have
a few names myself.
ON THIS LAST CONTRACT WITH HUIE, I WOULD LIKE TO SEE CONTENTS.

ALSO I WANT TO SIGN A CONTRACT WITH YOU GIVING YOU THE FIRST $150,000 IF THERE IS MORE THAN THAT IT WILL REVERT TO ME? I THINK THIS WAS THE VERBAL AGREEMENT WE HAD.

I WANT A COPY OF BOTH OF THESE CONTRACTS BEFORE THIS GUITY PLEA IS ENTERED AND I GO TO PENITENTIARY.

REASON

WHEN I GET TO PRISON I WANT TO HIRE A LOCAL ATTORNEY TO FILE A COUPLE LITIGANT SUITS, PLUS INTEREST FOR ME AT THE PRISON IF NECESSARY. ALSO IN ABOUT 2 YRS I MIGHT ATTEMPT TO HAVE CASE REOPENED. IF I SHOULD CONTACT AN ATTORNEY FOR HELP I WILL PROBABLY HAVE TO HAVE MONEY OR THE PROSPECTS OF GETTING IT. IF I GO DOWN TO PRISON ON A GUILT PLEA, AND HAVING SINE $30,000 OVER TO HANES, PLUS THE REST TO YOU, I DON'T THINK I COULD DO MUCH. I DON'T KNOW WHAT HUIE'S BOOK WILL BRING, BUT BY ME COMING OUT AND HIM WRITING HIS VERSION OF IT SHOULD COVER THE $150,000 PLUS SOME.
What I am going to do is sign over everything I have after your $150,000 to an A77. This will protect me in the even of a civil suit.

I would also like for you to give Jerry $50,000 of the $300,000 check so he can use it as a retainer. You can have the $300,000 plus [name] and as part of $150,000.

Also leave the English transcript to me, this A77 in England also has letters of mine, and I am sure this transcript was paid for by the English government.

On this guilty plea it seems to me that I am taking all the blame which is alright with me. But if [name] insists on playing politics I will go to trial. Also since you came into the case just two days before the trial was to start, I would not object if you did not want to take the responsibility for a possible death sentence and withdraw; I would go on to trial with [name].

Also I have no intention of complaining of you or [name] in the future, as it was my stupidity which got me in this.
I WANT TO GET A COPY OF ALL THESE CONTRACTS BEFORE I ENTER A GUILTY PLEA.

GIVE TERRY

ALSO I WOULD LIKE FOR YOU TO GIVE TERRY ALL MY LEGAL AND PERSONAL LETTERS, INCLUDING THE PAPERS I HAVE SIGN THE LAST COUPLE OF WEEKS RELATING TO THIS GUILTY PLED.
1. INTERNEED AT FULTON MD STATE HOSPITAL FOR 3 MONTHS. AT OWN REQUEST TO GET OUT OF TREATMENT, FOUNDED SANE.

2. RECEIVED ANTI DEPRESSION PILLS FROM DR. AT SIMILAR TIME.

3. OPEN ABDOMINAL AT R.N. CALLED CONTACTED FAMILY BY NURSE. NO CONTACT. AT THIS TIME I WAS READING OR STORING THIS TYPE OF MATERIAL. HE RECOVERED A CHANCIAL PSYCHIATRIST. ALSO GOING UNDER THE NAME OF GILT, I GAVE HIM MY REAL NAME. I WANTED TO TELL HIM MY REAL NAME WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF HYPNOSIS.
1. TAKING. NEW ORLEANS PEOPLE IN PA. TO REGISTER.
   FOR U.P.S.T. THEY REQUESTED. LATER TOLD
   ONE OF THE REPs PERSONS TO REGISTER IN
   THE REPUBLIC. PRETTY AND VOTE FOR SEN. KRAVEN.
   SHE HAD TOLD ME. HER BOYFRIEND WAS IN TROOPS
   AND WANTED SOME POLITICAL HELP. I TOLD
   HER I DIDN'T THINK THE W. PEOPLE WOULD
   BE TO SYMPATHIC TO CRIMINALS.

2. BUYING FREE PRESS PAPER TO RUN AD.
   THIS IS A VERY LIBERAL PUBLICATION.

3. ARGUMENT IN ROBERT SCHULLER IN PA. ABOUT AGRICULT
   I WAS ALSO ROBBED THEIR BY HER BOYFRIEND. LATER (NEXT DAY), HAD TO HAVE A LOCKSMITH TO
   OPEN MY CAR. HIS ADDRESS IS APP. 5200 HULLAND
   BLVD.
AFTER APP. 3 SESSIONS WITH HIM I DESIRED HE WAS NOT A QUALIFIED HYPNOTISER. WHERE UPON I WENT TO A BUSINESS CONSULTANT ON CLAYSWAY AVE. APP. THE 10000 BUILD. (ACROSS FROM COLLEGE) he was SATISFACTORY AND RECOMMEND SEVERAL BOOKS TO STUDY AMONG THEM (how to increase your influence, power & psychodrama).
EXPLANATIONS

FROM TIME TO TIME I WILL ATTEMPT TO EXPLAIN WHY I DID WHAT I DID.

YOU HAVE MENTIONED SEVERAL TIMES ABOUT CRIMES AND WHERE I GET PISTOLS WHEN I FIRST GOT OUT OF PRISON, I DIDN'T COMMIT ANY CRIMES IN THE U.S. BECAUSE I HAD SOME MONEY. ALSO IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN COMMITTING CRIMES I CERTAINLY WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN WASHING Dishes. THE OTHER REASON FOR NOT COMMITTING CRIMES IN THE U.S. IS THAT IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN CAUGHT I WOULD HAVE HAD TO DO TIME IN THE STATE I WAS CAUGHT IN PLUS WHAT I HAD KEPT IN MISSOURI. IF I WOULD HAVE BEEN CAUGHT IN CANADA THEY WOULD HAVE JUST SENT ME BACK TO THE U.S.
Also by robbing a brothel I
figured they might not of called the
police. Some of this information I
am giving you is not known to the
FBI and they might use some of it to
harass some of my relatives.
They have threatened to put all of them
in jail at one time or another
including my sister. Therefore if
they started up again on the
information I am giving you I
would appreciate it if you would
make a mild protest.

Thanks
Most of these articles and so the one he wrote were just something they made up the articles. Sounds very convincing on one of the times newspapers, it was in the Toronto Star or The Toronto Telegram. One of the articles and I was in the contest with a Canadian woman, it's either that the F.A.I. was in some way helping one and the other said that I had drawn a bunch of signs and gone both. I think he said from cover to cover.
must all of these unless (2)

were silly and I did not

want to rely on them. Better I
could just feel you out. You
can check on them. Betty

Mike supposed to be right behind me.

I was staying at 102 Ossington

in Toronto. You could check the

out and save all the stuff

of chutie or simple articles.

I am almost certain that the

were 102 Ossington however

It made of bees 106. The

name I use theirs was Paul Bridgman.
ON THE CONVERSATION I HAD WITH RAOUl I CAN'T BE CERTAIN OF WHAT ALL I SAID, I KNOW WE TALKED IN GENERAL ABOUT THE FACT THAT HE KNEW NEWBORN AND THAT WE MIGHT MAKE SOME MONEY BY TRYING THINGS INTO MEXICO. CONVERSATION ABOUT ME GOING TO MEXICO. HOWEVER I WAS NEVER POSITIVE UNTIL HE LET ME IN DETROIT THAT I WOULD HAVE OUR TRAVEL DOCUMENTS OF OFF HIM THEIR I WOULD HAVE NEVER WENT TO PHILADELPHIA AND I THINK HE KNEW IT. ABOUT BY OPINION OF BIRMINGHAM IT SEEMS A LOT LIKE ST. LOUIS EXCEPT NOT AS BIG.
Nothing happened on the way to Mexico from Binghamton.

While I did mail the samples, the keys to the hotel in Binghamton as I was sure I wouldn't come back. I guess Mr.

Hanes showed you the note I think I took. I don't remember the exact location in Baja Mexico, I think I had been in the hotel about 2 AM when Roan came to the room.

He told me what he wanted which was for me to follow him across the border. He took Roan and got out after we passed through US Border customs and got in with me. He then directed me to a car in front of a farmhouse (see diagram) after getting the keys from the driver he opened the trunk and transferred a tire on a wheel to my car. I had to put some things in the back seat as the trunk was full.

On the way back I stayed with me when we did again customs he got out and waited beside the building after getting the visa. The customs men searched the car and allowed us to go. As Roan had suggested, they took the search and brought on every thing. I didn't go through customs the first time he was not sure I was going into the interior of Mexico. A visa is not required for crossing the border.

We drove to the hotel where I had checked in and transferred the tire, and what ever he had in it to the car we had driven out of. He took a short while and he told me what he wanted me to do which was to show the tire and its contents through the customs check in the interior. I guess that would be about 50 kms. From the border. (He also told me to keep the photographic equipment for the time being.)
I Told Ronald I would be in Mexico about a month and I decided to go to Acapulco. I didn't know the names of the places so stopped at on the way but the First place I checked in at after I got to Acapulco was the San Francisco Motel. I stayed there one night and moved (I will draw you a diagram of the other place I moved to). I stayed there about 4 days and decided to go to Puerto Vallarta. (The reason I stayed is that I stayed there in Early 1959. The reason I left Acapulco was everything was money. You couldn't even park or go to the beach without someone wanting pesos.) I had heard about Puerto Vallarta in Argosy or True Magazine. Not years earlier, on the way from Acapulco to Puerto Vallarta I stayed at the Don Cholo Villa Motel in Guadalajara for 3 days. I had an infected tooth and the manager gave me the address of a doctor. I left their and went to Tampico which is the cut off to Puerto Vallarta. This road between Tampico and Puerto Vallarta was bad and the rain season was fast closing. When we got within about 30 kms. of the city I got stuck. Since the road is just one lane some Mexicans in a truck pulled me out with a rope so they could get through when I arrived there. I checked into the Hotel Rio, I thought this was about the best town in Mexico I had been in and would have liked to stay there is quite a few business. They were owned by English speaking people.
I STAYED THERE THAT NIGHT AND THE NEXT MORNING HE CAME AND AGAIN TRANSFERRED THE TYPE TO MY CAR. I FOLLOWED HIS CAR OUT OF TOWN TO THE CUSTOM HOUSE. THEY CHECKED HIS CAR AND MINE. AFTER WE HAD GOTTEN OUT OF SIGHT WE AGAIN TRANSFERRED THE TYPE TO HIS CAR. HE GAVE ME $10,000.00 BUT I DON'T THINK IT WAS WRAPPED LIKE YOU GET THEM FROM A BANK (MR. HANKS ASK ME ABOUT THIS). ALL I CAN REMEMBER IS THAT I AM SURE THEY WERE IN $10,000 BILLS. HE ALSO SAID HE COULDN'T GET THE TRAVEL DOCUMENTS YET BUT HE COULD BE SURE AND GET THEM THE NEXT TIME PLUS HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO GO INTO BUSINESS IN A NEW COUNTRY. HE MENTIONED TO ME THAT TITANIC SUNK, ALSO HE ALSO SAID IT WOULD INCREASE TAKING GUNS INTO MEXICO. IF THEN TOLD HIM THAT I WOULD GO TO HAWAII. WHEN I LEFT MEXICO, HE SAID THAT IT WAS ALL RIGHT THAT HE WOULD仍TALK ME THRU A GENERAL DELIVERY. (THE MAIN REASON I WANTED TO GO OUT THERE WAS TO SEE IF I COULD GET A JOB AN OCEAN GOING SHIP)

OBSERVATIONS: I AM SURE ROUND MEXICO PLATES WERE MEXICAN BUT NOT POSITIVE AS US MEXICO PLATES LOOK ABOUT THE SAME. ALSO THE MEXICAN CUSTOMS CHECKS MEXICAN CARS A LOT CLOSER THAN THEY DO AMERICAN TOURIST CARS. ALSO I THINK THERE IS A LOT OF JEWELRY SMUGGLING INTO THE COUNTRY. THE CUSTOMS ALWAYS ASK YOU WHAT TYPE OF JEWELRY YOU ARE TAKING INTO THE COUNTRY.
During most of my time there, I spent on the road. I will also dwell a little on the time I was in town while I was in about 6 feet, plus two times during the day as usual, it seems that a horse was in the place and a small boy wanted to sell or trade for my car, I went out and offered to trade, the main reason I didn’t trade the car was that it is illegal to trade your car or sell it while in Mexico and since it was a small town the police might have seen the horse with the car. and take it. Then I would have had to give the horse back and would have also been out the door. At the time I was thinking about going back to the US, so I ended up going there. I asked the local for the bill of sale and got a new one there. The vehicle has the bill of sale and trade it for the lot, in a case like this the Mexican police don’t investigate they just keep the car, and that’s why I would have still had the original car and bill of sale.

On another occasion a man came to my hotel room late at night and said he was from Arizona. He said he saw my car parked in front of the hotel, I guess he thought I was crazy as I didn’t say much as I didn’t know much about the state so I didn’t want to say much. Several people have said things to me about Arizona, but none of them after seeing the car took one time in 10 miles. I haven’t arrested in an argument, the funny thing in that neither these people nor I have anything about the state. After a couple of these run ins I decided if possible I would pick another state to go to if I was a fugitive.
IT WAS HERE THAT THE FEELING OF A BLURRED PICTURE OF ME THINK WHAT HAPPEN WAS THAT I TOOK IT INTO BUT DIDN'T DESTROY THE ACTUAL PICTURE OF ME. AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD HAVE THESE PEOPLE TAKING YOUR PICTURE IN CLUBS AND THE STREETS AND THEN TRY TO SELL THEM TO YOU. I HAD Brought several of these pictures when taken by Polaroid. JUST TO TORN THEM UP. AS I TOLD YOU I HAD BROUGHT A CAMERA IN BIRMINGHAM IT WAS ABOUT THIS TIME THAT I THOUGHT OF THE PLASTIC SURGERY. AFTER I HAD SENT OUT SOME PICTURES TO VARIOUS PEOPLE. I WILL ATTEMPT NOW TO EXPLAIN A LITTLE MORE CLEARLY.

I THINK THE FIRST TIME THAT I GET TO THINKING ON THIS SUBJECT WAS UPON MY DISCHARGE FROM THE PENAL PRISON AT LEWISBURG. I WAS OFTEN YOUR DISCHARGE THEY CHECK YOU WITH YOUR PICTURE BUT IN MY CASE THE OFFICER SAID HE DIDN'T THINK THE PICTURE WAS OF ME AND THEY WOULDN'T LET ME LEAVE UNTIL THEY CHECKED MY FINGERPRINTS. AS I THINK I TOLD YOU WHERE I KEEP THAT PEOPLE WITH PROVOCED FEATURES ARE MORE EASY TO IDENTIFY THAN OTHER PEOPLE SEEN THROUGH PICTURES.

ANY WAY I WAS TAKING SOME PICTURES ON THIS DESERTED BLOCK AND THEN TOOK ONE OF MYSELF WITH A TIMER. I THOUGHT IT MADE ME LOOK ABOUT 70 OR 8 YEARS YOUNGER THAN THE PICTURES I HAD SEEN. THE REST OF THIS PART OF THE STORY WOULD RELATE TO CALIFORNIA.
Floor and out onto the deck before he had come down on the eleborate. I had transferred the articles mentioned to my pockets and under my skirt and picked up a hook about 1 foot long they use to pull fans around in the kitchen. I then proceeded to the wall (see diagram) I had stored the card's actions on the tower for a couple weeks they all act different working in the towers some of them do it but they half to call in every 15 minutes so if you take any action you half to do it right after you see them call in. (see diagram for the route I took and how to get over the wall) After I got over the wall (I had accurately about 30000 in poison when I hid in my safe and a s.S. number not aboard.)
At our weekly 5:00 a.m. to 7 p.m. shift in the bread slicing room, if you were working in the food service dept., you could eat in the kitchen. I came down that morning about 6:30 a.m. and brought with me in a sack about 20 candy bars, a razor blade, a piece of mirror, a piece of string, a transistor radio. This is not unusual as you can shower and shave in a bathroom in the kitchen. Upon eating a good breakfast (I knew this might be the last one for awhile) of about 6 eggs, I went to the break room where I had hidden a white shirt and a pair of the standard green prison pants. Dyed black with stencil ink, I put these on. I then put my prison clothing over the top on them. I then crossed to the elevator. There I went down to the next...